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I. The lntroduction of the Manuscript (f. 2v:1 - 4v:4)
Folios 2v-4v are prefatory to the maln body of the workp

and the style and arrangêment are typical of introductions t0
medieval ïslamic scientific books. fn contrast to the bald
unadorned language of the text proper these first passages
written in rhymed prose, in a florid and elaborate style. Al
was customary, the author chooses his figures of speech from
the subject matter of his treatise, here astronomy.

The opening lines (f. 2v:l-1O) are an invocation to God

embellished with poetic allusions to the celestial portions
His creation, Assisted by a quotation frorn the Qurtán, the
author then modulates into a short (f. 2v!11 - 3rQ) panegyr
on the Prophet.

Having thus paid his respects to established religion
theme is next a.nnounced - to enable the reader to solve ast
nomical problems without elaborate computation. The invento!
on whom the anonymous author depends for his solution is
with fulsone praise, together with his two instruments.

The last sêction of the introduction is (f.3v:I3 - 4vt
a dedication to the patron, the Ottoman Sultan Bayazid TI
(t++Z-tStZ), and a closing plea for forgiveness should the
reader detect mistakes.

There follows (f. avr6 - 5v:7) a table of contents,
which the exposition proper begins.

2. Construction of the Disk and Rinq (f. 5v:9 - 7r:l)
These two members together make up a large, 36O0 prot

to be used for laying off all the angular distances needed lD
the subsequent operation of the instrunent. The distingui
peculiarity of this protractor, aside froÍn its size, is the
that its interior, the plate, is to be so constructed that tt
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r,rn be rotated inside the ring, and fixed in any desired posi-
llon. The manner of achieving this is shown in Figure 1,
(olrposite f.llr) in which only a few details are conjectural.
llrc perforated tongue and the matching holes in the ring
l,r'r:scribed in the Persian text are not mentioned in the Nuzhah.
lrr::tead Kàshí prescribes (NS, p.27O) that, the plate having
i,r'r.p."a in proper position with respect to the ring, it be
llxed with a bit of wax. This detail is the only one in which
llrc author of the Persian text has exhibited any originality
wlr,rLever. In all other instances he simply chooses from among
llrc possibilities suggested by fàshi. The use of a circular
rnl. of fine, equally spaced holes is found also in Chaucerrs
orlrratorium, but not for reproducing the apsidal motion. (Cf.
I a',,), pp.a9-52.)

On our Figure I only four of the five circles demanded
l,y the text have actually been drawn. A circular scale showing
rrll five may be seen on page 48 of l+Zl.

In these passages the language of the Nuzhah and that of
llrc Persian version are paralIeI, but with some divergence.
Irr speaking of the size of the instrument the former says
( t'I; , p. zst )

The least that it is possible for its
diameter to be is half of the great cubit
(ar-dhirác at-kabír), but it is better if
it be two cubits of the HàshimI cubits, or
three cubits-

A cubit is the length of a forearm. The variety known as
llrc common cubit contains about 54.O cm., the qreat Háshimi
iulrit about 6ó.5 cm., and the small Hàshimj g[il about óO.l cn.
(t;t. [rS], p.55i 149f, p.49L), thus the ambiguity of the texts
r lrnains largely unresolved.
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It is of interest to note that the same connection
size of the instrument and precision made by our author (f.
6r:2) is made also by Chaucer ([+Z], p.fB), and in alrnost tha
same terms.

3. The Jumnal Svstem of Writinq Numbers
As was customary with Islamic astronomical works, the

bers in our text are represented by means of letters of the
Arabic alphabet. Each letter has a numerical value found by
coupling the letters, in the order of the old Semitic alph
with the sequence L 1213r... rlOr2Or30r... r1OOr2OO13@r... .
Integers are indicated by proper combinations of letters in
what is thus a non-place-value decimal systern.

Fractions, however, are di.spJ.ayed in a place-value sys
with base sixty, the sex4gesirnal digits OrL12r...r59 being wr
as indicated above. We transcribe them as ordinary nurneralg,
using conrnas to separate sexagesimal digits, and a semicolon
as sexagesimal point. When arcs are involved, units of thirt|
degrees each may also be encountered, each one a zodiacal
(buri, pluraf Uurij). For these we usê a superscript s. Thul
either 9s 23;7 ,O,54o or 293i7 ,Or54o means

2%+Ja-o-a4 d"'r""".bo 602 60r

Note that we write sexagesinals with the powêrs of sixty
in the denominators increasing to the right; in the Arabic sq

they increase to the left.
To elevate (Persian rafÍ kardan) a sexagesimal means, a!

we would put it, to move the sexagesimal point one pJ.ace to
right. The first elevate (martilc) of O30,2917. Its gecong[
elev-ate is 29i7. To depress (munhat qereftan) a sexagesimal
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ls to perform the inverse operation of elevatingl i.e., to
rnove the sexagesimal point to the left.

In a pure sexagesimal system, which we will use when

convenient, both integer and fractional parts of real numbers

irre expxessed ln powers of sixty. For instance I rO = 6O.

The reader wilI find additional material on the Arabic
rexagesimal system in ItS].

a. Planetarv Àpoqees (f.-7r)
For the moon and the planets, deferent circles are to

be drawn or engraved on the disk. The edge of the disk itself
is to serve as the sunrs deferent. Káshí, like most of the
tlther lslamic astronomers, regarded the planetary apogees as

lixed with respect to each other and to the fixed stars. It
was therefore necessarcy to irnpose the motion of precession on

all the apsidal longitudes. This was to be accomplished by
rotating the disk within the ring and setting it so that the
apsidal lines had the proper longitudes for the time for which
planetary positions were being determined.

The first step in the procedure was to assurne a line of
apsides for the sun and then to lay off the other apsidal lines
with respect to it at the angular distances given in the table
on f.7r. The entries of this table are roundêd-off values
lrom an equivalent table on f.128 of Káshi's own fháqánÍ zi3
[Z:]. Our Table I below has in its second column these numbers
from the zlj and in the first column the longitudes of the
apogêes according to this work as of the year 78J- Yazdigerd,
the epoch of the zlj.

The numbers shown are completely secure, since positions
of the apogees are also given in the zIj for years 7821 783r...,
79O Yazdigerd, and scribal errors can be restored by checking
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Table I

one value against another.
From various sources, mostly Islamic, the editor has

assembled a collection of thirty sets of pJ.anetary apogees.
While many do not vary widely frorn this one, no other set is
identical with it. It is probably taken from the Zi:_l ïftir!
(Xo.6 in IZS]) "nA may be based on observations made at the
Maràghah observatory of Nasïr al-DIn aI-Tisí.

5. Lavinq out the planetarv Deferents (f. 7r:lo _ Br:II
After having located the apsidal lines, the next step is

to mark the deferent centers. Each such center is on its
respective apsidal line, at a distance frorn the plate center
equar to the planetrs eccentricity. A table of eccentricitlea
is the first of the two tables on f. Zv, the units being
sixtieths of the plate radius. The centers, having been
marked permanently on the plate, the deferents can then be
drawn, corresponding radii., expressed in the same units, being
given in the second table on the same page.

It was customary to express planetary parameters in
sixtieths of the deferent radius. Káshí, however, gives them
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al-I in sixtieths of the plate radius. He has shortened all
the deferent radii in order to prevent the circles from
running off the plate and to have them snugly nested, no two
intersecting. In order to [normi' these parameters, that is,
express thern in the customary fashion, we have computed for
each planet a I'norming coefficient" , LrO/R, where R is the
deferent radius as given in the text. The quotients make up
Column 2 of Table 2 below. They are used to norm the eccen-
tricities of the text. Side by side with the results
(Column 4) are the eccentricities used in the Almagest. The

reader will note that corresponding parameters are identical,
or nearly so, except for Venus. The reading l;3 is confirmed
in the Nuzhah and in the Kháqánï zíj 1237. In the former atl

Table 2
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to the ÍftnánÍ observations. A non-Ptolemaic eccentricity for
Venus is not surprising. Nearby values used by al-BïrinI,
al-Zarqálla, and Ibn aI-Shátir are cited in [gf].

ó. The Deferents of the Two Lurninaries (f. 7r:4 - Brr=1)
There is no need to norm KáshIts parameters as given for

either the sun or the moon. The solar deferent being the rim
of the disk, its radius is already sixty. As for the moon,
Ptolerny in the Almagest broke the 6o-unit radius of the
Hipparchian non-eccentric deferent into two parts, of lengths
J.O;19 and 49;4I. These are the ]unar parameters given on
f .7v.

Since the lunar apsidal line moves with great rapidity,
the disk must be specially set each tirne the moonts position
is to be determined, and the center of its deferent can be
marked at any convenient place on the disk, say along the
radius passing through the srnall tongue on its periphery.

ïhe solar eccentricity prescribed, 21619, differs
consi.derably from the ptolemaic 2;3O ([43], iii, 4). There
is no doubt, however, as to the correctness of this reading.
It appears also in the Nuzhah (ttS, p.ZSZ), and twice in the
KháqànI Zïj (123], ff. 95v and l57r). Doubttess this also is
fron the Íftfránï observationsl in his zij xàstri simply says
that it is based on new observations.

It is close to the values used by other Islamic astrono-
mers. nírinï, in discussing the solar equation (cf. IeO])
regards 2;5 as a rounded-off standard parameter. It is common
to Habash al-Hàsib, Abu al-wafàt, and the eanï IUisà. Al-Battánl
([:], vof.i, p.213) made it 2;4,45. Ibn aI-Shátir uses, in
effect, 2i7 (= 4;37-2i3O, cf. l+6] , p.429).

7. The Deferent of Mercurv (f. 8r:4-12)
The highty eccentric behavior of Mercury forced ptolerny
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lo devise a model differing from that of the other planets.
Instead of being fixed, the deferent center itself (D on
l;igure 3) moves on the arc of a circle with center at F and
radius equal to three sixtieths of the deferent radius, DP.
Ihe equant center is at E, colinear with FC, C being the
center of the universe, and CE = ËF = FD. DP so moves that
at aII tines €, = êr. The resultant curve traced out by P

and indicated by the succession of small circles on the
figure is slightly oval, and has AR as an axis of synunetry.
It can be regarded as a non-circular deferent for Mercury.

Káshï approximates this curve by two circular arcs whose
centers are at B and Br and whose radii are 5t;23 sixtieths
of t-he plate radius. As described in the text, B and Br are
each 5;B of these units on either side of the frturning centerí
(f). The latter, the center of the oval deferent, is to be
4;52 units along the line of apsides from the plate center.

ïn our Fignrre 3 the scale of the Ptolemaic locus has
been so chosen that apogee A and perigee R coincide with the
corresponding points on Káshírs deferent. ït will be observed
that the latter is a good approxination to the Ptolenaic
curve, the two loci practically coinciding for wide distances
on either side of H and H!-

To obtain a norming coefficient for Mercury, we note
that in fásnírs unj,ts 5ó;O, the surn of the eccentricity
(4;52) and the sernimajor axis of the deferent (sf;e), corres-
ponds to 1r9;O in Ptolenyrs configuration, Hence the ratio
of these two numbers, I19/56 = 1913156, is the desired
coe ffic ient .

8. A,n Oval Deferent f_or the Moon

In Appendix 1 of NS (p.289) Káshï remarks that an oval
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Figure 3. The Oval Deferent of Mercury
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Irrnar deferent can be drawn pernanently on the pIate, thus
nl lminating some of the manipulations, described in Chapter
ll,4 of the text, for the deterrnination of the moonrs true
t ongitude. That this is the case can easily be verified by
racalling that in an abstract sense the Ptolenaic models for
Ihe moon and Mercury differ only slightly (cf. [+f], appendix 1).
Ihe similarity is obscured by the rapid motion of the lunar
llne of apsides, but with respect to the latter the epicycle
r;t-'nter does indeed trace out an invariant oval path in space.
I I is curious that whereas a number of equatorium makers laid
out oval deferents for Mercury, insofar as we know only Káshi
luggested doing likewise for the moon, and then only as an

,r fterthought.
The strongly (and erroneously) oval character of the

I'tolemaic lunar orbit is portrayed in Figure 4, which shows
Lhe path of the rnoon plotted to scale at four day intervals
through the course of a nonth. The direction of the mean sun
on comesponding days is also indicated.

9. Markinq the -Eouant Centers (f. Svgl-7)
For each of the three superior planets and for Venus a

point is marked on the apsidal line, outward from the deferent
center by a distance equal to the eccentricity. For Mercury
the equant center (E on Figure 3) is put hal.fway between the
turning center (f), anA the ptate center (C). This corresponds
to the Ptolemaic arrangement.

The noon has no equant, but its riopposite pointrr is marked
on the plate, along the apsidal line, but on the opposite side
of the plate center from the deferent center. ïhe distance
fron the plate center to the opposite point is lO;19, the
Iunar eccentricity.
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It. ltternative Pta
In the Nuzhah, Káshï does not content himself with the

alngle arrangement of the plate and alidade given above. He

,loocribes in addition variants of the basic scheme. For
lnstance, instead of letting the plate center represent the
r.r'nter of the universe for all the planets it is possible to
nr;rke the deferent centers all coincide with the center of the
lrlate. Then for each planet except Mercury the points repre-
r,rlnting the center of the universe and the equant center are
lrlaced syrnrnetrically on the line of apsides on either side
ol the plate center. A plate thus laid out is said to be of
t.lre t'parallel deferentn (mutawázï al-manáliq) typ".

Again, if no objection is made to the deferents inter-
r,c'cting, and if it is wished to retain the plate center as
t:cnter of the universe for aII planets, full advantage may be

l.aken of the size of the plate to choose scales such that all
deferents will just touch the edge of the plate. This is
cquivalent to demanding that the sum of the eccentricity and
t.he deferent radius equal I,O. Tables of the resulting para-
nreters are given in the Nuzhah, the units being sixtieths of
lhe plate radius.

Thirdly, in the 'rsingle deferent" (muttatrid al.-manátiq)
type the edge of the plate itself is made to serve as the
deferent for all the planets whose deferents are circular,
just as was the casê with the sun. For each planet this
again pushes the center of the universe out along its individual
apsidal line, the eccentricities and epicycle radii being the
normed entries in Columns 4 and 7 of Table 2 above.

Finally, the plate may be laid out with the same apogee
for aII the planets, and the position of the apsidal line
taken into consideration by a separate setting of the plate
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within the ring for each planet. Or, since the apsidal moti
are slow, the movable ring may be dispensed with altogether,
the apsidal tines being laid out once and for all to a fixed
position in the zodiac correct for the time when the instru-
ment is made.

Káshï enumerates some fifteen cornbinations of these varl
possibil ities.

11. The Medieval Sine Function
The two references to sines in the text make it necessary

to state that the function referred to is not the modern func-
tion, for which the radius of the defining circle is unity,
but its ancestor, defined in terms of a circle of radius sixty,
We distinguish between the two by writing the symbol for the
rnedieval function with an initial capital, thus Sin ê, say.
The identity* relating the two functions is

Sín O = lrO sin ê.

When computations are carried out in sexagesimals, the
transformation from one function to the other is trivial, since
the medieval function is simply the first elevate (cf. Section
3 above) of the modern function.

fn our text the plate radius is consistently taken as
I ,o.

12. ïhe Latitude Circles on the plate (f. 8v:lo _ lOrr2)
The description in f. 9r:lo - lor:2 is not found in NK at

all. It makes up part of Appendix 3 (p.29f) of NS, hence
represents one of Kásfríts many afterthoughts, replacing in
the Persian text his original technique for sorving the problem
of planetary Iatitudes. This shows that the anonymous author
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et rrrrr text worked from a copy of NS.

lhe two versions are practically identical in meaning.
A lrrlnranent line, the eouatinq diameter (shown on Figure 13)

i= lo be drawn on the plate and through its center. When

lalllrrtles are being computed the ptate is to be fixed in the
:irrrt so that one extremity of the equating diameter coincides
rltlr t.he origin on the ring, i.e. Aries Oo. Several semi-
elrr.lcs are drawn permanently on the plate, a1l concentric
*illr l.he ring, and all having some segment of the equating
dirrrrrr:Ler as bounding diameter. The radius of the largest is
il lrr, Sin 9o (cf. Section II above). A convenient way of
,,1't,rining this is to join the pair of points on the ring which
3qo l;oth nine degrees away from the equating diameter and on

llr,. r;ame side of it. The result is a Iine parallel to the
erlrr,rt.ing diameter and distant from it by Sin 90. The required
=r'nlr;ircle can then easily be drawn, tangent to this line.
ilr"n fill the inside of this semicircle with a set of paralleL
lirr,s as indicated in Figure 5 (reproduced from NS, p.292),

Figure 5. The Latitude Circles and Lines, from NS
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these to be drawn by connecting pairs of graduations on
ring which arê at equal distances from the equating di
The endpoints of the segments are to be marked with numball
corresponding to the degrees distance of the point-pairs
the equating diameter, Bor 70, 6o, and so on, and the llnl
fractional distances also. These segments are known as thl
Iatitude 1ines. They are also shown, more crudely,
The basic fact to be borne in mind concerning them
a latitude line is marked ê its distance from the
diameter is Sin O.

equat lnq

The second semicircle, the moonrs latitude circle, 1l
to be drawn tangent to the 5o line. On Figure 5 (i.e. ln
NS) it has been rnade erroneously tangent to the 40 line.

The last two semicircles, for Venusr first latitude
the latitude of Mercury, are drawn tangent to the ten mi
and forty-five minute lines respectively.

From a practical point of view, and on a plate of any
reasonable size, the Venus and Mercury semicircles would bt
so small as to make it impossible either to draw or to utll
them. Doubtless KàshI was carried away by the theoretical
considerations described in Section 25 below.

For material on f. lOr:2-ll see Section 33 below.

13. The Latitude Points (f, 8v:12 - 9r:9)
Eight permanent marks are to be put on the equating

diameter, two for each superior planet, one each for Venug
and Mercury, all on the half of the diameter opposite the
first point of Aries. Distances of these points from the
plate center are given in the table on f. 9r. Following ll
an explanation of how these particular distances were arrl
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I n the planetary theory of the Almagest the deferent
pilr,'r, of aLl the planets are slightly inclined with respect
t,,111,, ".1iO1ic, intersecting the Latter aJ-ong the nodal line,
*hir lr Jrasses through the center of the universe. The nodal
!irrr, oí each inferior planet is perpendiculan to the line of
{,li t,,r','na; apsides of that planet. For all the other planets,
Í,l.wrvlr., the angles between these two Lines differ. fásnïts
v=lur,rj are givên on f.22v. They are the same as those of
flrr: AInragest ([a:], ea. of Halma, vol.ii, p.4I4) except for
l{=r", Íor which the Ptolemaic value is 9Oo. But here the
,livnr,rlence is apparent on1y, for ptolemy computes the angle
a= 'rl!Ào, subsequently deciding that use of 9Oo will involve
ciriy .r negligible error. In effect Xáshi does the same thing.

Assume a line drawn in the deferent plane through E in
Íir1rr,c 12, the center of the universe, perpendicular to the
rr',,lal Iine MN. and intersecting the deferent in F (on the
=irlr of the apogee) and G (on the side of the perigee). Then,
ir llro case of the superior planets, the two distances of the
lal i l.ude points are EF and ËG.

Ihese distances can be computed directly in terms of the
,leÍor'cnt radius and eccentricity. In all probability, however,
lr,'lri obtained them directly from the AlÍnagest. For Saturn
llr, {ror:responding distances in the ptolemaic configuration
=r,' 1,2;1O and 57;40. For Jupiter they are Ir2;3O and 52;30.
irivl!,ion of each of these numbers by the proper norming coef-
flr Ir,rrt obtainabl"e from Column 2 of Table 2 gives the corres-
;.',rr,ling entries in thê table on f . 9r.

As for Mars, its line of apsides is so close to FC that
f,,r l.wo-place accuracy it is sufficient simply to add and
eli,l ract rcáshÏts value of Marst eccentricity from its deferent
r+lirrs to obtain the desired quantities. Thus
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EF=EA=ED+DA=5O;O
GE=PE=PD-ED=4O;54.

For both inferior planets, maximum inclination of the
epicycle plane occurs at the nodes (M and N on Figure 12).
Hence the distances of the latitude points for these planetl
are ME and NE. But, AP being perpendicular to l4l'1, ME = NE.

And the eccentricity of Venus is so small that its deferent
radius, 58;58, is used for the coÍnmon distance. For Mercuryt
46;0 is the distance perpendicular to the line of apsides
from the center of the universe to the deferent, hence the
distance to its latitude point.

14. The Alidade and Bu]er (f. IIvsl - t2r!6. I3r:4-B)
Although most of Chapter I14 of the text is clear, therl

are a few obscure passages which are best clarified by first
reading corresponding sections in the Nuzhah. The following
is a free rendition of NS, pp.253-255, interspersed with suoh
comnents as seem appropriate. Make two rulers, says Káshi,
one like the alidade of an edged (muharrafah) astrolabe, but
having two graduated edges, one for the true longitudes, the
other for latitudes. It is as though a pair of graduated
alidades were combined, back to back. Each edge shall have
a semicircular projection at its midpoint, as smalJ. as practt!
cable, and pierced by a round hole so that either edge can b€

pivoted to rotate about the plate center. In length the
alidade should be slightly greater than the plate diameter.

The first of the two edges, called the giiame-!9.rc.d9.9
(trarf al-qulr), is to be graduated in equal divisions, sixtl
of the plate dianeter and fractions of these to the extent
possible. The divisions are to be nurnbered outward from the
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' rrrl er in both directions.
The second edge, the arcs-edqe (Lrarf aI-qussí), has four

qolr; of graduations marked upon it, each set being the projec-
liorrs on the alidade edge of the points of division of the
rlrr;. The four scales are obtained by effecting the projection
*lrln the alidade is in each of four different positions. For
all four positions the alidade is pivoted on the plate at the
lrr'lc oD the arcs-edge side. One extremity of the arcs-edge
1', rlesignated the head, or northern end, the other the tail
,,r :;outhern end. If the arc from the head of the arcs-edge to
llrr,first point of Aries on the ring is €, then the point on
llrí,ïing having a longitude of À will project onto the edge at
u ,listance cos (L + ê), provided that the plate radius is taken
a,, r)nity. The four prescribed positions can be fixed by spe-
r i lying the value of O corresponding to each. They are

Fignrre 6. The Alidade and Ruler, from NS
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1. O = 9Oo, for computing the latitudes of the
moon and the second Iatitude of the inferior
p1 anets

2. 6 = Oo, for the Latitude of Mars and the first
and third Iatitudes of the inferior planets

3. O = B0o, for the Iatitude of Saturn
4. O = 1Oo, for the latitude of Jupiter.

The general appearance of the alidade is well portrayed in
Figure ó, reproduced from NS, p.25ó. Except for the double
pivot feature, it closely resembles the alidades on many

existent astrolabes, for example those shown in l9], pp.f2l,
162, 267, and 3O8.

The basic principles empJ.oyed in the arcs-edge, that of
a linear nomogram for trigonometric functions, appears also
the dastir quadrant (cf. ISO], p.73).

The second object described in Chapter f 14, the ruler
proper, is in NS specified as being narrower than the ali
but of the same length. As indicated in Figure 6, it is to
have a semicircular recess let into the center of one edge,
the same diameter as the projecting lugs on the alidades, so

that the two straight-edges can be fitted snugly together.
The ruler edge is to be graduated in sixtieths of the ptate
radius.

A1l three sources prescribe connecting the ruler and
alidade with a chain, and the nounting of sights on the al
to enable the usêr to take altitudes with the instrument.
only other equatorium into which this observational feature
has been incorporated is the rrAlbionr developed in 1326 by
Richard of Wallingford. (Ct. lqZl, p.l2B).

Descriptions of the other markings on thê alidade and

r82 l83
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*ul.r'are deferred to the sections where the solutions of
=;,nr.i fic problems are discussed.

We are now in a position to return to the Persian text,
heuring in mind that its anonymous author has here abridged
llre r:orresponding parts of the Nuzhah, sonetimes so drastically
3a l.o be unintelligible. He evidently has abandoned the

=rr,.rrd set of graduations, the arcs-edge, hence he has no
rrirorl of the second semicircular lug on the other side of the
a I I 'lade.

As will be seen in the sequel, the main function of the
rulr,r is to mark out directions parallel to a setting of the
-ll,lirde edge made by using the graduations on the ring. Accord-
lrrrl t.o f. I9v:9-II, the two edges are to be rnade parallel by

=r,r,ing that the arcs of the ring intercepted between them are
F,tr,rl. Káshí evidently noted the practical inconvenience of
llr1r, operation, and in Appendix 4 of NS (p.ZSZ) he describes
llrr' 69r1s1ru"tion of a set of parallel rulers. Our Figure 7

in rcproduced from page 298 of NS.

Figure 7. Parallel Rulers, fron NS
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A set of slx marks is to be engraved on one edge of
alidade at distances from the plate center specified in thl
table on f. 12r. Alternatively six circles may be drawn
permanently on the plate, concentric with it, and having
whose lengths are the tabular entries. Tn either event,
number is the length of the epicycle radius of the planet W1

which it is associated.
For the moon, the radius of 5;I7 is close to the PtoI

5;15. It is rounded off from Káshlis own 51L6146136 resultl
from the eclipse observations described in the opening soot
of his zI3 ([zs] f. 4r - ór).

Since the deferent radii of the planets proper have
shortenêd below the standard ó0 units, their epicycle radll
also have been cut down in proportion. In order to compar€
them with the lengths used by other astronomers it has beoR
necessary to multiply each one by the corresponding normlng
coefficient found in Column 2 of Table 2. The results a

in Column 7 of the same table. It will be noted that only
Mars and Mercury exhibit any difference with the Almagest
values. In his z1: (lzzl, f. 9Bv) KáshI states that the
Iength 4O;I8 was determined as a consequence of tne ÍftnánÍ
observations. For Mercury the Ptolemaic 23;30 reappears on
f. IIOr of his zlj.

16. The Table of Mean Positions and Mean Motions (f. I3rrg:
l3v:6. I4v.1Br:9 - 19vr3)
The raw data to be fed into the instrument consist of

mean positions of the planets and their anomalies at a given

COMMËNTARY

lnstant. These nurnbers are to be computed from some such table
,rs that supplied on f. I4v of the text. The column headings
of this table are self-explanatory except for the last two.
Itre term kháseh-vi murakkabeh, , seems to be

l,cculiar to Káshï. He means by it the surn of the mean solar
longitude and the mean anomaly of an inferior planet.

The entries in the first ten rows of the table give values
oÍ the mean longitude or anomaly for the initial instants of
ycars 85I, 852, 853r..., BóO Yazdigerd respectively. According
l.o the marginal note on f. l8r the first day of B5I Yazdigerd
(- 16 November,1481) was chosen for epoch as having been the
yoar of the enthronement of eáyazïa tt. The epoch of the era
oÍ Yazdigerd is 16 Juner 632 A.D., the years being of just
1165 days, made up of the twelve thirty-day Ínonths named in
l.he tab1e, plus five epagomenal days. (Cf. [fO] t p.298).
lhe entries in the remaining rows display the motion of the
lespective longitudes or anomalies in the lengths of time
lndicated. These are 10, 20, 3Or..., IOO, 2OO, 36r..., l0O0
Yazdigerd years, then months, days, and one hour. The num-

bers shown for each month are curnulative in the sense that
l.hey represent the total motion from the beginning of a year
up to the beginning of the particular month. The entries
opposite the numbers I,21 3r..., l0 are cumulative in the
:iame manner, for exampJ,e, those in the same row as 4 give
t.he motion for three days. The entries in the row of the
second lO, however, are motions for ten days, and those in
Lhe following row are for twenty days.

AII entries are in zodiacal signs, degrees and minutes,
and integer multiples of twelve signs have been dropped from
t-he reckoning. Numbers in square brackets indicate restora-
lions to the text. The technique of checking entries is

t84 r85
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explained in Sections 17 and lB below. The only systematic
errors in the table are those entailed by the computer having
taken an erroneous l2;3r38o per year (instead of the correct
12;t3r38o) for the annual mean motion of Saturn. This has
affected only that part of our table which is not identical
with the mean motion table of the Nuzhah.

The process of deterrnining mean positions for a given
time is explained in Chapter II12 of the text, and requires
no amplification except perhaps for the co_rrection to be
applied when a determination is to be made for a place of
Iongitude other than that of Constantinople. Under such
circumstances the difference in degrees between the longitudes
of the two places is multiplied by 24/g60 = 0;4 to obtain the
time difference. This is added to the local time if the
locality is east of Constantinople, otherwise it is subtracted.

The longi-tude of the latter place as given in the text,
ó0o, is probably rounded off from the value of 59;5Oo given
in the rháqánï zlj (l::l, f. 74v). Ar-Battánl (t31, vor.ii,
p.44) has 5ó;4Oo for the same coordinate, foLlowing ptolemy
(cr. Ira], p.196). Ar-KhwárizrnI, however, gives 49;50o,
which appears in numerous places in Ms. Vat. Gr. 1058. Hence
it looks as though fáshits zij value is a miscopied version
of this, which our têxt rounds off. This still leaves us
with two distinct traditions for the Iongitude of constantinople,

17. I'Soueezinorr Mean Motion Parameters from Tables
Although the entries of our table are given to three sexa-

gesimal places only, it is possible to 'isqueeze' from the
tabular information a good approximation to the much more
precise elements used to compute the table in the first place.
The technique can best be explained by a worked example. We
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rleduce below the base paraneter for Mercuryts compound anomaly.
A first approxlmation to the daily motion is seen frorn

l.he table to be 4;6o per day. Multiplication by 60 = IrO
Ínoves the sexagesirnal point one place to the right to yield
416;00 for the distance travelled in two persian months. The
r:ntry opposite Khurdád, however, is Bs 5;33o, so we correct
our first approxirnation to 4;5r33o for the daiLy motion. The
lrroduct of this by 365 = 615 gives 24153;45r4bo. Casting off
complete revolutions of 36O0 = órOo, there rernains 53;45r45 =ts 23;46o, The nost frequent tabular difference between
ontries in the yearly positions is ls 23;44o, so we correct
our yearly distance to 24r53;44o and multiply by lO. The
result is 4rBr5712Oo, the terminal digit of which is corrected
t"o t9 by comparison with the tabular entry of 5s 27119o, and
the process continues. It ends with a value of 6rS4r55r3l152o
í'or the distance travelled in IOOO persian (i.e. egyptian)
years. Now operate backwards, successively dividing by IooO,
fhen by 365 to obtain 24r53i,43r54r43rl2o and 415r32r4Ir42r27o
for the basic yearly and daily rates of this parameter.

Thus the process is seen to be one of gradually building
up the higher digits of the parameter by repeated multipli_
cation, each time conecting the lower digits by comparison
with the table. Each parameter has been treated in this
manner to obtain the set exhibited below.

I8. The-Mean Motion Base paraneters
As squeezed from the table and expressed in degrees

day the mean motions used in the text are
v"r

o
G
G (anomaly)

Oi59 ,B rI9 r44 136o
I3;1Or35,1,53
1 3; 3 ,53 ,5ó ,30 ,54
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JL o1 3,10,38,18,44
Ïl o;2 10,36 14 ,44
* o;4,59 ,L6 ,23
d oi3r ,26 r39 135,54
I (anomary) o;3ó,59,28,).3
I (anomaly) 316,24,2r ,58

Apogees (=precession) O;O rO rB r2z

The anomalistic motíons shown for the two inferior planets do
not result directly from the table. They are obtained by
subtracting the solar motion from the compound anomaly.

Comparison of these numbers with the set of parameters
independentJ-y squeezed frorn the rhJqánI Zij ([23], ff. I27v -
f3or) by M. Agha enables us to verify the authorrs statement
that the positions and motions are indeed those of the zIj.
The tables of the zi3, however, do not give rnean longitudes
as such, but the mean I'centerst', that is, distances of the
mean planets from their respective apogees. The epoch of the
zI3, noreover, is 7BI Yazdigerd, and its base location is
ShIrá2. The longitude of the Iatter place is taken as 8B3Oo
(cr. Iz:], f. 73r).

We note further that in general these are the parameters
of the ÏftnánÍ ZIj, upon which KàshÍrs tables are based. For
the rnoon, however, fáshÏ has computed independent parameters
based upon his observations of three lunar eclipses, those of
2 June and 26 Novernber, 1406, and 22 L{tay of the following
year. ([zs], r. 4r - 6r).

19. Mean Motions in the Nuzh_al
Both versions of the Nuzhah refer to a table of mean

notions. It is missing from the only extant copy of NK, but
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irl)pears on p.259 of NS. The epoch of this table is different
I rom that of our text; it gives mean positions for Yazdigerd
yr:ars BOl,8021 8O3r..., BlO, and the base longitude is B8o,
l.lrat of ShÏráz (cf. Section J-8 above). Otherwise the two
l.ables are the same.

In Appendix 5 of NS Káshi states that he has worked out
,r device for eliminating even the few additions and subtrac-
l.ions involved in computing mean positions from a table. His
lnvention is in essence a circular slide rule for performing
llgebraic addition of arcs. To construct it he prescribes
rlrawing a family of circles on one face of the plate, concen-
t.ric with it, and in sufficient number to accomodate the
scales next described. ïhese amount to a graphical mean

rnotion table. For all planets the mean positions given in
Lhe table are marked on the circles, the origin of each circle
being its intersection with the plate radius drawn to the
first point of Aries on the divisions of the ring. In addi-
tion to this, arcs are laid out on suitable circles, their
Iengths being equal to the mean travel of the various planets
and their anomalies in hundreds, and tens of years, in months,
days, and fractions thereof to the extent to which marking
the plate is practicab).e. A metaL ring is made so as to fit
snugly on the plate just touching the inner edge of the
graduated ring surrounding the plate. Two straight rulers,
of length a little greater than the plate radius, are pivoted
at the plate center in such fashion that an edge of each
passes through the plate center. If the date for which a

planetrs mean position is required happens to be the beginning
of one of the years marked on a circle, simply project this
mark with the edge of one of the rulers out to the graduations
of the outer ring. Otherwise use the two rulers and the mean
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motion scales to lay out on the inner ring an arc equal to
mean travel of the planet in question in the time elapsed
between the given date and one of the years permanently ma

Then rotate the inner ring so that the initial point of the
marked arc lies alOng the projection of the fixed point just
utilized. The desired mean position will now be at the
projection on the outer ring of the arcrs terminal point.

Káshi remarks that if each of the circular scales is madl
so that it can be individually rotated, there will be no need
for the inner ring.

For material on f. 15r:I - 17v see Section 43.

I9vr4 -
The Ptolemaic model of the sunrs motion being extremely

simple, the determination of its true position with the instrur
ment is equally simple. The plate circumference itself r
the solar deferent, the apogee (represented in Figure I and I
by the plate tongue) having already been fixed at its proper
Iongitude. The fictitious center (F in either of Figures I o!
B) stands for the center of the universe. Thus CF, the dist
from the plate center to the fictítious center, is the solar
eccentricity. Having computed the sunrs mean longitude, lay
it off as the arc AM by using the divisions of the rj-ng. M

is Káshírs mark of the mean. Then the angJ.e at which M is
observed from F, measured fron the equinoctial direction, is
the true longitude. To evaluate this angle, tay the edge of
the ruler along FM and rotate the alidade until it is parallel
to the ruler. Then the arc AT is the required true longitudo.
The angular difference between the true and the mean longitudrr;
arc MT, is the solar equation. The length of MF, measured

Figure 8. The Instrunent, Set Up for Finding
the Sunrs True Longitude

with the scale marked off on the ruler, is the earth-sun
r.iistance. In this case there is no need for a norming opera-
Lion since the units are the standard ones in ancient astronomy,

COMMENTARY
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sixtieths of the deferent radius.

rminati on 15 - 2Ov
In using the instrurnent to find the true ecliptic position

of the moon at a given tirne, first compute fron the rnean motion
table: (f) tne lunar mean longitude, (Z) tne lunar mean
and (S) the solar mean longitude. Then mark p (see Figure 1),
the position of the mêan moon, on the edge of the ring. Find
e, the moonrs mean elongation, being the difference between
(f) anO (3) above. Starting fron p measure clockwise along
the edge of the ring an arc PS equal to 2e, the double elonga-
tion. Rotate the plate until its tongue cornes opposite S and
fix it here with the peg. By means of the alidade mark E the
intersection of CP with the moonrs deferent. e ls fáshïrs ggg
ojl the center. Put the ruler along E and N, the point opposite,
and rotate the alidade until it is parallel to the ruler. Mark
B, the intersection of the atidade edge with the edge of the
ring, the directed segments CB and NE thus being paratlel and
in the same sense. As the author says, it is fron this point
that the mean anornalistic motion is to be rneasured. Now rotate
the alidade clockwise the amount of the anonaly, (2) above,
through the arc BK. Thi-s puts the alidade in the position
shown in our figure.

In order to complete the Ptolemaic lunar configuration
all that remains is to lay off the epicycle radius in proper
Iength and direction (parallel to the alidade edge) fron E.
Its endpoint L will then comespond to the position of the
moon in space. However, this construction presents sone
difficulty from the practical point of view, for, as is the
case with our figure, L may run off the plate entirely. More-
over, we are not primarily interested in locating L, but rather

COMMENTARY

irr deternining the direction of the vector CL. We recaLl
llrat a lunar difference rnark (Cf. f. l2rr9) has been put on
llrr. alidade edge at a distance from the center equal to the
nlricycle radius. The author specifically cautions us that
llre position of the alidade should now be such that the
rll fference nark fal1s opposite the end of anoÍnalistic notion,i.e. D being the differencê mark, vector CD must have a sense
rryrJrosite to vector EL. Mark the posltion of D on the plate
arrd lay the ruler al.ong DE. Since the ]atter equals the
r'r,r;uired vector sum of CE and EL, if the alidade is now
lotated paralIeI to the ruler, its intersection, G, with
llre edge of the ring will give the required true longitude
r,Í the moon. The final passage in the chaptêr (f. 2ovrI2_I3)
a|plies only if the prate has not been set iÉ the ring to show
llre proper lunar apsidal longitude at the start of the opera_
llon.

21vr?)
The solution of this probJ.ern with the equatorium resembleslhat of the analogous lunar problen. First compute from the

t;tble of mean motions the mean longitude of the sun for. the
lnstant required, and either the planetrs mean longitude (for
,r superior planet) or the compound anomaly (for an inferior
lrlanet). Presumabry the plate has already been fixed inside
I lre ring so that the solar and ptanetary apogees have their
r)roper longitudes. Letter references in the sequer are to
rrigrure 9r which shows the final positions of alidade and ruler
ln the solution of such a problem for the planet Mars. The
rlrawing is to scale.

Rotate the alidade until its edge is at the planetrs mean

r93
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Figure 9. The Instrument, Set Up for Finding
Marsr True Longitude

longitude, L, on the divisions of the ring. Place the ruler
so that its edge is alongside the planetrs equant-center, Gt

COMMENTARY

rrrri simultaneously parallel to the alidade edge. Where the
rrrler intersects the deferent, E, make the center-mark. This
locates the planetrs epicycle center at the given time.

For a superior planet turn the head of the alidade, that
orrrl of it opposite the side on which the difference narks
(r;Í. f. I2r:9) have been made, until it reaches the mean solar
longitude, H, and mark on the plate the point where the diffe_
rr,nce mark, Dr, then lies. Now put the ruler so that its edge
lles along D and E, and rotate the alidade until it is parallel
lo the ruler. Then the intersection M of the head of the ali_
,l,rde with the divisions of the ring gives the required true
Iongitude. For the vector DrC has been constructed in magnitude
irrrd direction equal to the vector EM from the epicycle center
Io the planet, and side CM of parallelogram Cl)rEM gives the
rlirection of the vector sum of CE and DrC. And since EM is
lr,rrallel to CH, EM has the required direction of the mean sun.

For the inferior planets, Venus and Mercury, the construc_
llon is of the same sort, bearing in mind that their mean
lonqitude is the mean longitude of the sun. The same figure
nray be used to illustrate the configuration, atthough of course
I l. will no longer be to scale. Now L is the sunts mean longitude
,rnd arc PAIH is the compound anomaly.

.'J. ïhe Planetary Equations (f. 2Iv:B - 22rrII)
The term equation (tatdír) was in general used in ancient

,rnd medieval astronomy to denote a correction, in general smal1,
,rpplied to a function representing some phenomenon. The usage
lr;rs survived in modern astronomy in such expressions as ilthe
lrluation of timet'.

A planetrs equation in longitude was defined as the diffe_
lonce between its true and mean Icngitudes. ïhe equation was

10Á
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in turn made up of two cornponents. The ëg!-9i!3!!g!, or
equation of the _center, is that caused by the eccentric
the S-g.9-g45|.--eg!-e!-i-g is the effect of the planetrs notion on

the epicycle. (Cf. [a], p.96.) Clearty the algebraic sum

the first and second equations equals the equation of the
planet.

AII z1-ies (astronomical handbooks) contained tables of
both equations, essential for the computation of true longl'
tudes. ïn addition, since the second equation is dependent

on the first, a fairly involved interpolation scheme was

sary, to estimate the effect of the first equation on the
It is the great advantage of an analog computer such as the
equatorium that true Iongitudes are determined without the
interposition of the equation or its components at alI.

Nevertheless, should the user want to find the equationl
with the instrument he can do so by following the instruct
in Chapter Iï 16. The author may have had in mind an indi
who is cornputing a position accurately with a zí5, but who

wants a quick, crude check of his partial results.
For whatever reason, having made the prescribed marks,

L, the mean position in Figure 9, and F, the projection of
epicycle center on the ring, it is clear that the arcs Ll
FM are the first and second equations respectively.
When a mean position was measured fron the apsidal

of the particular planet it was called the g[er, here
A|HL. Addition of the first equation to the center gave

adjusted center, here arc ArHF.
The closing statement of the chapter, that if the adjus

mean lonqitude is subtracted from the sunrs mean (for the
superior planets), or from the cornpound anomaly (for the
inferior planets), the adjusted anomaly remains, is equival

the
and
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lrr ths r.1i6 expression

PAIH=PAIF+FAIH.

!4. The Lunax Equations (f. 22r:2)
In the ancient and medieval lunar theory the terms first

grruation and second eouation did not denote angles analogous
lo those associated with the same terms in the planetary theory.

The lunar anomaly was not laid off frorn the epicyclic
'rl)ogeê of the node1. Ptolerry found it necessary instead to
r.ount the anomaly frorn an epicyclic apogee as deternined with
respect to the t'point oppositer' (N on Figure 1), not with
lr:spect to the center of the universe, C. (Cf. l+f1, p.I95).
lhe Á!t9l__|Sg_Sg!ion was defined as the angular displace-
rrrcnt in the epicyclic apogee caused by this situation. (See

lz:], f. Zev). On Figure I it is angle CEN. And since CH has
lroen constructed parallel to EN, angle BCP also equals the
Íirst equation. But this angle, being a central angle on
l.he plate, is measured by arc PB. P is evidently the r'gecond

rlarkf'of our passage in the text, and B is the Ímark of the
beginning of the anornalistic motionn, i.e. the staternent in
lhe manuscript is valid.

The second lunar esuation was defined as the effect of
t.he anomaly on the mean longitude, provided that the epicycle
center were at maximum distance fron the center of the uni-
versê. Since, in general, the actual distance was less than
the maximum, in using the Iunar tables it was necessary to
add to the second equation a suitable correction. On the
configuration on the instrument, however, this second equation
rloes not appear as such, and the author of the manuscript
makes no Ínention of it.
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25. The Latitude of the Moon (f. 22r:I3 - 22v:7)
The moonrs orbit can be thought of as lying in a plane

which makes a fixed angle of about five degrees with the
of the ecliptic. The line of nodes, the intersection betwotn
the two planes, is not fixed, but rotates slowly in a negatl
direction with respect to the vernal point. Let B be the
moonts latitude, l, its longitude, and Ln the longitude of thl
ascending node, the ecliptic point through which the moon
passes in going frorn southern to northern latitudes. Then
we have

(t) sin p = sin 50 sln (l-In) = sin 50 sin Lr,

an exact spherical-trigonometric relation involving o,
arqument of -tLe latitude, the moonrs ecliptic distance
the ascending node.

1n computing lunar latitudes Ptolemy did not use
the equivalent of the expression

F = s" sin t.t,

a reasonably good approximation. (Cf. [+:], ed. of Halrna,
vol. i, p.3ló).

We have already described how to find \ and Ln. Once pui
on the ring of the instrument, their differences can be noted
directly. AI1 versions of the text (f. 22rzI3, NS p.277) say
add, rather than subtract, ), and }'n. This usage is explained
by recalling that the motion of the node is contrary to the
order of the zodiacal signs. Hence the nodal positions are
to be plotted, as we would say, negatively, and algebraic
subtraction in this case becomes addition.

Having determined o, to complete the operation

(2)
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irlidade until its pointer crosses the graduations of the ring
;rt the point corresponding to o. Then note at which of the
latitude lines the edge of the alidade crosses the moonrs
Iati.tude circle described in Section 12 above. The result is
Lhe lunar Iatitude.

The operation is pictured in Figure IO, where we note that

FÍgure 10. Use of the Latitude Lines

by similar triangles and use of the properties of the latitude
Iines (cf. Section 12),

Sin x Sin 5o
Sin ur lrO ,

or

(:) sin x = sin 5o sln r,.r.

Now comparison of expressions (I) and (g) shows that x = Fr

tli; \ t-l-.
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that is, Káshi0s process utilizes the exact expression for
determining the lunar latitude. In theory it is better thll
the result of using expression (2).

In the original version of the Nuzhah (ttS, p.ZZz) the
method of determining the lunar Iatitude is as follows.
Elevate the alidade so that it makes an angle of five
degrees with the equating diameter. Mark on the edge of
the alidade the point corresponding to or on the lunar latl
scale. Project this point paralJ.el to the equating diamet€!
on to the divisions of the ring. The number on this scale
corresponding to the projection is the lunar Latitude. It
is easy to show that this process also yields the result of
appryins (3).

The Chaucer equatorium manuscript [+Z] gives a method
of determining the lunar Iatitude as resulting frorn (2).
There is no provision for the computation of planetary latl_
tudes.

26. Planetarv Latitudes in the Almaoest
Chapter IIrT is by far the largest section of our text,

taking up about a quarter of the entire second treatise.
this is the case is not surprising, for the topic of which lt
treats, planetary latitudes, is the complicated result of a
complicated phenomenon. In deternining planetary Iongitudes
it is convenient to regard all motion as taking place in the
plane of the ecliptic, which has the effect of rnaking the
problem a two-dimensional one. This cannot be done with the
motion in Iatitude. The accompanying theory assumes that
the planes of both deferent and epicycle make small but non_
zero angles with the ecliptic and with each other, some of
the angles being variable.

COMMENTARY

Ptolemy regarded the ]atitude of a planet at any instant
as being lhe algebraic sum of two or three cornponent parts,
known as the first latitude (Fr)r second latit-ude (pr) ana,
in the case of the inferior planets, the third ]atitude (pa).
In order to define these components it will be necessary for
us first to introduce a number of other terms.

It was customary to designate as fiJst diameter of the
epicycle, the line of true epicyclic apsides, that is, the
dianeter joining the true epicyclic apogee and perigee. In
Figure ll, BC, BrC!, and BhCtrare three positions of the first
diameter. The second diameter of the epicycle is the diameter
perpendicular to the first ([ ], pp.6], 64). Examples from
the same figure are DF, DrFl and DtrFtr.

Figure 11. The Tilted Deferent and Epi cycl e

the ecliptic planeThe first latitude is the angle made by
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with the line joining the center of the universe and the epi-
cycle center. In other words, F, is the portion of the total
latitude due to the deviation (hereafter denoted by i) the
angle at the line of nodes between the deferent and ecliptic
planes.

The second latitude is the component due to the -rnclj-!g:
tion (denoted by j), the tipping of the epicycte about its
second diameter, the latter being rnaintained parallel to the
ecliptic plane in the case of the superior planets.

With the two inferior planets, however, a third latitude
is involved, caused by the obliquitv, a tilting of the epicycle
about its first diameter.

A useful concept is that of the cgnter of latitude, denoted
by ri and defined as being the distance on the ecliptic from
the ascending node of a planet to the true longitude of its
epicycle center. In Figmre 12 the expression

tJ=zNEC =zNEA+zAEC

hoLds identically for all positions of C and A. Angle AEC is
call,ed the .e-d-j-U-@.-@ and is denoted by Ía. In the case
of the inferior planets, i = f," + 9Oo, the line of apsides and
the line of nodes being for them perpendicular. For the other
planets the angles between these two lines are given in the
table on f.22v.

Chapter II12 can be regarded as comprising four sections.
The first, f. 22rtI3 - 22v27, disposes of the lunar latitude.
This we have already comrnented on, in Section 25. The second
section, f.22vz7 - 25r:Il.n the longest and most involved of
the four, describes simultaneously the determination of the
latitudes of the superior planets and p, for the inferior
planets. ll'Je separate the commentary on this section into two

COMMENTARY

epkycle

deferent
perigee

;;'àD()-

cente>
\"/_))b

aPo9ee

al
deferent

Figure 12. The Planetary Nodes

parts, Sections 28 and 30 below. The third section, f. 25rtll -
26rt7, explains how to deterrnine F3 for an inferior planet and
is discussed by us in Section 29. Finally f.26117 - 26v26
has to do with F1 for an inferior planet. As being the simpl.est
operation of the planetary latitude group, we describe it in
the section immediately following this.

27._ Thg First Latitude of the Inferior Planets (f. 26r:7 - 26vr6)
The geometric model used in the Almagest for the inferior

planets has the deferent plane seesawing through a small angle
north and south of the ecliptic plane about an axis in the

<!" deÍerent
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ecliptic plane perpendicular to the (deferent) line of apsides
and passing through the center of the universe. The devj-ation
of the deferent plane is given by the expression (cf. [8], p.f

(q) i = i sin - r Orl Oo for Venus'' *m-t" Lrt 'r = 1 -oias ror Mercury.

Then, if in Figure 11, Hr is the location of the epicycle
center at a given time, in the spherical triangle NH|K, arc Hr(
i.91, the desired first latitude, angle H|KN is a right angte,
and since i (angle tttNK) is small the approximate equality

(s) Ff = i sin rl = (irsin rl) sin,J = imsin2 "
subsists. This is the Ptolemaic theory.

The construction described in our text yields a result
which is very slightly different. The alidade is elevated from
the equating diameter by an angle equal to ri. We then note
at which of the latitude lines the edge of the alidade inter-
sects the proper latitude circle (cf. Section 12). Suppose
the designation of this latitude line is x. This nurnber will
then satisfy the expression

(6) sin x = sin i, sin ri,

the transformation being of the same sort as that described
for the lunar latitude in Section 25 above,

Now put the alidade perpendicular to the equating diameter
and mark on its edge the point where the x latitude line cross€o
it. The distance from the mark to the plate center will then
be Sin x. Return the alidade to its original position so that
it nakes an angJ.e ó with the equating diameter, and note the
latitude line on which the mark falls. If this is the y lati-
tude line y is the desired first latitude.

COMMENTARY

The second part of the operation is an j.teration of the
first with i* rePlaced by x and x replaced by y. Hence we

have

(7) siny = sin x . sinó = (sin i* . sinó) sinri
= sin i sin2 i.

m

Comparison of expression (5) with (z) and the small size
of i, verifies the approximate equality of the results obtained
with the two expressions.

In practice the construction is cornpletely out of the
question because of the minute semicircle required to be drawn
on the plate. Even from a strictly theoretical point of view,
what was justified in the case of the lunar'latitude cannot be

defended here. In both cases a right spherical triangle was

involved, the solution of which involved an expression analogous
to (ó). But (a) is a device for giving a simplê harmonic
motion, and is not an approxinate equality obtained from an

accurate expression such as (6).

28. The Second Lati
25rrII)
In Figure Il three positions of a planetary eplcycle are

shown, its center lying at N, H, and Hr. In the first position
the inclination j, the angte the first diameter makes with the
radius vector frorn the center of the universe to the epicycle
center, is zero. In the second case it has taken the maxinum

va1ue, jr, and the third case illustrates a general position
intermediate between the two. In all three situations the
second diameter (D"F", DF, and DrFr) is shown parallel to the
ecliptic plane, hence pa and the obliquity are zero. Values
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of j, for each planet are to be found in the table on f.23t.
They are identical with those of the Almagest (l+S], ea. of
Halma vol.ii, p.255). In the transcription we have put a minut
sign in parentheses before the entry for Venus so that the ultÍ
mate result will have the proper sign, north being taken as
positive. A precise and general statement of the value of j,
angle BrHrE, for aII positions on the deferent, is
(8) :(i") = j,n sin i" = j, sin (ri - 9o") = - j, cos ri

for the inferior planets, and

(e) i (;) = j, sin ri

for the superior planets. Note that for an inferior planet
maximum inclination occurs when the epicycle center is on the
nodal line, in contrast to the situation pictured in Figure 11.
This figure, however, shows all the elements affecting the
Iatitude (O = n, + pr) of a superior planet. For the inter-
mediate position shown, i is the arc NK, the inclination, angle
BrHrE, is

(ZBHE) sin /NEK,

and p is the angle PrE makes with the ecliptic plane. AIso,
if the relative position of the ecliptic plane there shown is
ignored, the same figure may be used to illustrate the deter-
mination of the second latitude of an inferior planet.

Ptolemy regarded as prohibitiveJ,y compli.cated a direct,
general computation and tabulation of B, as a function of two
variables, f," and o. He therefore adopted the simplification
sketched below, the ensuing sacrifice of accuracy not being
large. He computed P2 for general values of c, but for Iu = gOor
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i.e. for the position of the epicycle center at H which gives
naximum inclination of the first diameter, hence maximum p2.
Here this max B^(a) is the angle PE makes with the deferent'2'
plane. He then defines the second latitude in general as

(ro) Pr(I",o) = max Pr(c) . sin f,",

expressed in modern notation.
fáshI finOs max p, for a general a by means of a clever

construction in the manner of descriptive geometry in which
the single plane of the instrumentrs plate is regarded as
containing the planes of the deferent, the plane denoted by
v in Figure Il, and the plane of the epicycle. The equating
diameter (UC in Figure l3) represents the intersection between
v and the deferent plane, with H (the center of the instrument)
representing the center of the epicycle. E is the latitude
point (cf. Section f3) of the particular planet being dealt
with, so placed that EH equals the distance (along the per-
pendicular to the line of nodes) from the center of the uni-
verse to the deferent of the planet. The plane v is folded
down into the plane of the plate, about EH, in such fashion
that its trace with the epicycle plane takes the position H3.
And the plane of the epicycle is rotated into the deferent
plane through an angle of j, about its second diameter DF so
that its first diarneter takes the position BC.

If, now, the true length of PE (in Figure Il) can be
constructed, as well as the perpendicular from p to the plane
of the deferent, then the problem will be as weII as solved.
For if a right triangle is constructed with PE as hypotenuse
and altitude equal to the perpendicular just refeued to,
the acute angle at its base will be the desired max Fr.
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To this end the alidade is put so that its pointer crosseo
the ring at the graduation corresponding to the amount of the
anomaly (o). The I'first mark" (1 in Figure 13) is then made
on the plate at the position of the permanent difference mark
on the alidade edge. ïhis makes Hl equal in length to the
epicycle radius of the planet. Now make the [second rnark" (2
on Flgure 13), being the projection of I on the equating dia

Figure 13. Construction for the Planetary Latitudes

By use of the alidade make the'rthird markrr 3, on the plate
so that angle 3H2 = j, and H2 = H3. Through point 3 draw a
line M3 parallel to the equating diameter. The distance between
this pair of parallel lines is the altitude of the desired ríght
tri angl e,

COMMENTARY

To find the hypotenuse of the triangle mark point S the"substitute for the latitude point[ on the equating diameter
r,o that 52 = E3. It is as though, when the epicycle is rotatedinto the deferent plane, the right triangre Ep3 also is frat_
Lc.ned down into the deferent plane without change of size, thevertex E being made to slide outward along EH, 3 taking theposition 2, and p the position l. Then point SI is the truelength of Ep in Figure 13.

Now, with center S and radius Sl draw an arc cutting M3ln R, Then the angle RSH is the desired nax pr(c), and it canlre measured in the usual manner by placing the alidade parallel
t.o sR and noting the point on the divisions of the ring where[.he pointer of the a]idade falls.

The final steps in the determination consist of performingan operation analogous to the Lunar tatitude determination,
t.he only differences being that the lunar Iatitude semicircleof radius Sin 5o is replaced by a mark on the alidade edgewhose distance from the plate center is Sir
bhe resurtine F, rrom the instrument i, si.r"Ï Jruiil':.rïÏ:r",.,
(r1) sin P2(tra,o) = sin max pr(c) . sin f,",
which teads to a result differíng slightty from that of (fO).'lhe criticism made oi
applies arso to .n,.',::;,:i ïï;:':::i:n 

in section 27 above

The passage concludes (f. 25r:3_25r:Il) with the usualcomplicated rules for determining the sign of the result. Nega_tive nurnbers were not known to the medievaL scientists. Incases where a result involved one of two directions, the resultitself having issued from a combination of two or more elementseach with a direction of its own, there was nothing for it butto enumerate all possibilities in a set of rules.

Plot c

1--l .

:-::- ^'il
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The term parecliptic, occuming in this passage, requí
explanation. FoIlowing Nallino ([:], vof.ii, p.352) we t
Iate by it the word mumaththal, which is a contraction of
al-fala! al-mumaththaL li-falak al-buru.j. It is a sort of
reference circle, one for each planet, lying in the plane of
the ecliptic and having its center at the center of the uni
Apparently the Islamic astronomers made use of the concept
because they thought of the universe in terms of a set of
more or Iess concentric and overlapping shells, each shell
containing the deferent and epicycle of a planet. On the
parecliptic of each planet were projected the positions of
that planet. If in any context the word ecliptic is substitu.
ted for parecliptic the essential rneaning will be unchanged.

29. The Third Latitude of the Inferior PLanets (f. 25r:11 :
'2OT2 t )

In approximating the final component of the latitude
Ptolemy neglects the simultaneous but small effects on it of
the first two components. Thus in Figure 14, which shows the
upper hal.f (enC) ot the epicyc),e tilted about its first dia-
meter (nC), the plane of EON| may be considered either as the
plane of the deferent or as that of the ecliptic. E is the
center of the universe, P a general position of the planet
corresponding to an anomaly of d. EM is tangent to the epicy
and the right spherical triangle OMrNr represents a portion of
the celestial sphere, Nr being the projection of Mr on the
ectiptic arc ONr. OM, which is approximatel_y equal to q, its
projection on the ectiptic, is the "second equationr, of the
planet. Clearly q is a function of a.

The obliquity defined in Section 26 above is neasured by
the spherical angle MIONr. This angle varies sinusoidally as

2LO
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Figure 14. The Epicycle Tilted for the
Third Latitude Component

ll travels around the deferent, being zero when H is at the
nodes and a naximum or minimum when it is in the 1ine of apsides.

Ptolerny treats the spherical triangles MoN and MroNr as
though they wêre prane triangles, using what is tantamount tothe crudely approximate relation

p3 = MN =q(#) = qr

for any fixed obliquity. The nurnber k depends on the size ofthe epicycle, the deferent, the eccentricity and the maximumobliquity. Making the additional assumption that, for fixed
9, Pa varies directly as the obliquity, angle MrONr, his Almagesttables ([aS], ea. of Halma, vol.ii , p.4!4i [3], vot.ii, p.25O)are computed as though

MN MINIqoNr'
OI
(tz)
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(ts) F.(o,ó) = kq sin ri, k=
for Venus

whenoo(i5reOo
whentsoo<;<3ó0€IY!:ï,:',:^,

were the general definition of the third Iatitude for Venul
Mercury. The opposite signs for k imply opposite tilting of
epicycle planes in the two cases. The two different valusa
k for Mercury are to compensate roughly for the eccentric dl
of this planet. As the epicycle leaves the ascending node I
travels toward the apogee, hence, in general it is then fa
from the center of the universe than after leaving thê d€o
node. Thus the same obliquity produces less effect at the
distance, so the value of k is smaller in absolute value on
apogee side of the line of nodes. The eccentricity of Venu!
so small that the corresponding effect for it is neglected.

Except for differences in parameters, Káshírs method 1!
graphical duplication of the whole scheme. The text prescrÍ
taking a third of a sixth of Venusr second equation, i.e.
For Mercury one is to multiply the second equation by either
OgTo or O18o depending respectively on whether the epicycle
center is or is not on the same part of the deferent as is
apogee.

It is to be noticed that in two cases Kashirs values fof
k differ from the Ptolemaic ones by as much as a digit in thl
first sexagesimal pJ.ace.

It then remains only to impose on the extreme obliquity
thus found the now familiar sinusoidal transformation which
employs the latitude Lines on the plate. The final result Íl
thus implicit in the expression

(l+) sin pa (o ,i) = sin kq . sin ri,
which is very nearly equivalent to (i3).

2L3
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The Almagest arrangements for the superior planets are

=lnrpler on two counts than those for the inferior planets. For
rrrre Lhing, there is no obliquity, hence FS = O. And secondly,
I'r,llr p, and p, vary (roughly) sinusoidaLfi with [, not one with
r.r.rrxl the other with i" as above. In Figure 11, for instance,
trlron the epicycle center is at N both p, and p, are zerog at Hi,,llr are maximal. In the general position Hr, FI equals the!'rlirt circle arc KHr, which is approximatety eqult to i* sin i.l'lrrlcmy therefore computes as previously rnax pr(c) by fïnding
llrr, 3ng1s EP makes with the deferent plane. Now he takes

max p(c) = rnax F, + max pr(c) = i, * max pr(c)
fll n"n"."t values of a. Finally he defines

(l',) F(o,,i) = nax p(c) sin rJ.

But, in contrast to the inferior planets, the deferents ofllrí) supêrior planets are not synunetricalty placed on the Iíne
"l nodesl in general, if the epicycle center is on the northern
t,,u't of the deferent (i.e. Oo < ó < feOo), it will be farther
í r,om the center of the universe than when Ít occupies a corres*
;rrrrrding place on the southern portion (fgO" < i <:OOo). Hence
l,ot.h Ptolemy and KàshI use two different values for EH (Figuresll and 13) for each superior planet, depending on whether it isirr the first or last two quadrants. These pairs of distancesalc the distances of the latitude points given in the table onl. 9r and discussed by us in Section 13. Except for this,
!.,i:;hirs construction for max Fr(o) is as explained in Section.'lt above. To this add the corresponding constant i . Then
l,r,rform the customary transformation on it involvi$ sin ri
rrlrt-ain the p implicit in the expression
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sin B (a,[) = sin max F (c) sin rl ,

which differs very slightly from (fS) for the smatl p invol
One passage, f.23v'.3-23v:1], is puzzling. It looks ag

though the author wants the line of inclination to make an
angle of i, with the equating diameter. This seerns pointless.
It is true that i_ is involved, but it should be added to tho

m
max pr(o), angle RSH, not to the line of incl-ination. A1so,
he seems to want the line of inclination cut off in length
equal to the epicycle radius. This would do no harm, but it
appears unneceSsary.

31. Pla4etarv Distances (f. 26v:13_- 27v:12)
For any given time, the distance from the earth to the

moon is the length of DE in Figure l, where this figure repre-
sênts the lunar configuration at the given instant. In like
manner, for any planet the earth-planet distance is the length
of line DrE in Figure 9. These distances having been measured
in sixtieths of the plate radius, to convert them into distan-
ces measured in the standard scale, sixtieths of the respectlvl
deferent-radius, it is necessary to multiply each by a proper
norming coefficient. These are given by the author in the
table on f.21v and by us in Table 2, Column 2. Deterrnination
of the solar distance has already been discussed, in Section
20 above.

32. Stations and Retroqradation
When a planetrs forward motion in the zodiac ceases, it 1l

said to be muqlm, stationary. It then becornes retroqrade (

having passed through the first, or retroqrade station (maqàm-1

raiÍat). After a time it again becomes stationary, passing
through the pspgnc! or g1Àe.q.!--9Lel-i-on (maqám-i istiqámat)i th

214
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it resurnes forward motion and is said to be.djggg! (mustaqim).
Our author devotes a chapter to the use of the plate of

lleavens in computing the time of reaching a station. He follows
implicitly the directions given in the Nuzha, which is based
on the theory of PtoJ.emy, who in turn bases his development on
;r proposition he attributes to Apollonius of perga (c. 2OO B.C.).
'[n substance, this elegant theorern (la:], ea. of Halma, vol.ii,
1r.312) states that if the deferent center and the center of the
universe coincide, then the planet (p in Figure 15) wiJ.l be
stationary when

g=uu
ntpt

being the angular velocity of the epicycle center E about O,
the angular velocity of P about E, and OT being perpendicuJ.ar

Figure t5. Diagram for Apolloniusr Theorem

to ET. The station (maqám) is o, the value of the epicyclic
anomaly when the above expression obtains. Of course this is
a simplification of the actual ptolemaic mode}, for in the
Iatter the center of the universe is displaced from the deferent
cenier by a distance d. So in general OE is not a constant,

2]5
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but a function of 1,, here the longitude of the epicycle c
measured from the deferent apogee. We call this variable r
p(\), ana note thatp(Oo) =R+d and p(feOo) =R- d. Mor€.
over, Apolloniusr theorem applies only approximately to thie
model, and the location of the station on the epicycle is al
a function of X, o(\) say. Ptolemy computes directly only
three values of this function for each planet: o(Oo), d(IBOo
and o(l.) = d, now the location of the station when the epi
center is at the mean distance. For intermediate values of
argument he uses what amounts to the interpolation scheme

.*W, osL(vo,

.*ffi,voSrS l- 800.

changeThus he nakes the change in o(1,) proportional to the
p (r.) for comesponding \. (Cf . [S] , vot. ii , p.246).

The arrangements in our manuscript are somewhat different
at least in appearance. On f.29r is a table of o(Oo) and
d(18Oo), reproduced below together with the corresponding val
determined by Ptolemy (l4f], ed. of Halma, vol.ii, p.355),
al-Battánl (lS], vot.ii, p.I38), and Utugh neg fS+1. ït sh
be remernbered that these nurnbers depend on four parameters,
only on d and r, but also on the mean motions and mean anoma-
listic rates of the planets involved. Káshï makes no mention
or use of an independently computed o(v.); instead he puts

(re) d(r) = o(oo) + fo(oo)-p(r)l[d(r8oo]-d(oo\l
2d

t
between this and expression (I7) is more
In fact, if o (vo) = lo (reoo )-a(o11/2,

Ptolemyrs values for o(vO) are practically
extreme values.

The difference
apparent than real.
are equivalent, and
the mean between his
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o(oo1
Àlnagest fàshl Utugh Beg al-Battáni

d(r8oo)
Almagest fàsni Ulugh Beg at-Batt;ni

È
+
at

I
I

35221aso

4s 415o

5s 7;28o

5sr5.;5ro

at27;r+o

3s22t45
4" 7i6o

s" 7;ta"
5sr 5;45o

as2l;2F

3s22 lloo
4s 3;4oo

5" 5;36o

5sr6; r2o

as2z ir4o

3s229+5o

4s 4;5o

5" 7133o

5sl 5;53o

4s2z il-:.

ss2l;29"

4" 7;llo
sslg;9o

5sr 8;2ro

ls2+ia.go

3s25;29o

asloi lro
5st8;a8
5sl B;27o

45271r4o

3s24149o

+" 6i5ro
s" t 9; +2"

5sr 8;4o

+s2a;ary

:s2s;z9o

rs z;lt"
5sl 9; l4o

5s1 8;2ro

4s24i4.go

ïable 3

The values laid out on the plate for p(Oo), p(t8Oo) ana
2d are displayed on f. 28v for the convenience of the user. p(À),
the rrpreserved distancer,, is to be obtained by direct measure_
ment with the ruler.

The first and second stations, being s)rmmetrical-ty disposed
on the epicycle with respect to the true (epicyclic) apogee,
cornputation of the one for a given L gives the other immediately.

The final step in the determination consists simply of
evaluating (o(f)-c)/a where o is the anomaly for the time being
and ó is the rate of change of c with respect to time. The
result wiII be the time until station is reached, in the same
units used to express d.

Special rernarks concerning Mercury (f. 2gv:5, 29r;2) are
occasioned by the oval deferent of this pJ.anet (see Figure 3),
the effect of which is to bring the epicycle nearest the center
of the universe at two different points, not at the deferent
perigee as is the case with all other planets. These two points
are about l2oo away from the deferent apogee, as is inferred
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from Káshírs rule, and as can be verified by inspection of thl
last column in the Alrnagest tabl-e of Mercuryrs equations (143]
ed. of Halma, vol.ii, p.3O9).

33. The Planetarv Sectors (f. lor:2-1l.lOv.3Or:2 - 3Ir:lO)
The subject of Chapter II,lO in our text is treated in

[ZB], which may be consulted for details by the reader. We

content ourselves here with a minimum for understandinq of tht
text, beginning with a restatement of the definitions with
the chapter begins.

For certain astrological purposes, it was customary to
divide the deferent and the epicycle into four sectors each,
called by our author apoqee sectors (nitáqát-i au.iI) and
epicyclic sectors (ni!Jqàt-i taaviri) ràspectivety. There
were two categories of sectors, those computed according to
distance, and those according to velocity (harakah)r or., as
our author puts it, movement (savr).

In all cases the beginning of the first sector was at the
(deferent or epicyclic) apog"e, the beginning of the third
sector at the perigee.

The beginnings of the second and fourth distance sectorg
on either the deferent or the epicycle were defined as those
points at which an object moving on the circle in question ie
at its mean distance from the center of the universe.

For the velocitv sectors, the beginnings of the second
and fourth are those positions of a point moving on the defe_
rent or epicycle at which its angular velocity, as viewed from
the center of the universe, attains its mean value.

The endpoint of each first sector coincides with the
beginning of the second, and so on.

The table on f. tOv locates the sector boundaries for all

2L8 2t9
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categories. The entries have evidently been obtained from
Káshi's zí: ([ze], f. l4tv), uniformly rounded off to minutes.
We next address ourselvês to the question of how these val"ues
were determined.

The problem is simplest for the sun, which has no epi-
cycle, hence no epicyclic sectors, and no equant. If d and

R are the deferent eccentricity and radius respectively, then
the arc of the deferent frorn the beginning of the first sector
to the beginning of the second, that is, the amplitude of the
first solar distance sector is

(ie ) 9Oo * arc sin d
2R

This disposes of aII other solar sectors of this category,
for, as always, the sectors are syÍnmetrically located with
respect to the line of apsides. Hence the amplitudes of the
first and fourth sectors are always equal, while the first and
second are supplementary.

The amplitude of the first solar velocity sector is

(zo ) 9Oo + arc sin d

With the planets, the Iocation of the initial point of the
second deferent distance sector can also be obtained from (19)
above. For use in the rl5es, however, it was convenient to
tabulate the angle subtended by the first sector at the equant
rather than at the deferent center. For small d a good appro-
ximation to the former angle is

(zr ) 9oo * arc sin !fi
For a planetary deferent velocity sector the angle subtended

by the first sector at the equant is approximately that given
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by expression (ZO) above.
For the tabulated values of the epicycle distance and

velocity sectors the expressions

(zz1

and

(z:1

9Oo * arc sin ffi ,

9Oo * arc sin ;f;
res'pectively have evidently been used by the original computer
of the zí3, where r is the epicycle radius.

Tn the zïj itself the t'equationr al"so is tabulated, that
is, the variation in the results when R+d is replaced by R_d.
Something of the sort is necessary to take account of the
variation in the distance from earth to epicycle center, a
variation which causes smarr changes in the size of the sectorrr
For intermediate positions between the extremes of R-H and
R-d an interpolation scheme was used which is not mentioned
in our text. It is to this variation, however, which the
author has reference in his staternent on f. 3Ov:1.

Independent computations using Káshíts parameters in the
expressions above have resulted in a verification of all the
entries in the textrs table of sectors except for some involv_
ing Mercury and the moon, which, having special models, demand
special treatment.

For Mercuryrs deferent distance sectors, the last column
in the Almagest table of Mercuryrs equations ([a:], ed. of
Halma, vol.ii, p.3O9) measures the variation in the maximum
size of the equation due to the epicycle as compared with its
mean value. Hence any point at which this function vanjshes
marks a position at which the epicycle is at mean distance,
i.e. the initiar point of the second deferent distance sector.

220 zzL
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Interpolation in this table yields a zero when the argument is
67;13o, a result reasonably close to our tabular value of 67944o.

As for the deferent velocity sectors of Mercury, (19) above
is applied as though it were valid for a non-circular as well
as a circular deferent. Expressions (ZZ) anO (Za) are used for
the epicycle sectors of both Mercury and the moon.

fáshits definition of the initial point of the second lunar
deferent distance sector is evidently taken to be the value of
the double elongation at which the epicycle center wiLl be at
mean distance from the center of the universe. This is

d ,1O:.19arc cos ,*i = arc cos (7@fi11 ) = 84i2o,

as required by the table.
In the Almagest table of lunar equations (la:], ed. of

Ha1ma, vol.i, p.3fó) the value of the double elongation which
gives maximurn displacement of the epicyclic apogee (Column 3 in
the Almagest table) is ll4o. Thj-s is our tabular entry for the
moonrs deferent velocity sector. In fact, however, the lunar
epicycle travels on the deferent in such fashion that its
angular veLocity as viewed from the center of the universe is
a constant. Hence the concept of deferent velocity sectors as
defined above has no meaning. In some way Kàshí must have
associated the II40 with the conditions which identify the
mean angular velocity of the epicycle centers of the planets,
but how he did so is not clear.

So much for the table. As for the instrument, since all
deferents are marked on the plate, it is an easy matter to mark
also the boundaries of the deferent sectors, as prescribed in
the text (ff. tor:2, 3Ov:2).

The epicycles as such do not appear on the instrument,
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and to determine the epicycle sector of a planet at a given
time recourse must be had to manipulations with the inst
The authorrs directions in f. 3Ov:5 - 3lr:2 have reference t0
a person standing at the periphery of the horizontally pJ"aced

instrument, opposite the planetrs epicycle center, and looklnf
toward the center of the instrument. ïf the position of the
planet is on his right this implies that the true longitude
exceeds the adjusted mean longitude (i.e. the Iongitude of tht
epicycle center) and that the planet is in either the first o!
second epicyclic sector. If it is on the left it is in the
third or fourth. Compare the distances of the planet and the
epicycle center from the center of the universe. If the firgt
exceeds the second the planet is in either the first or fourth
epicyclic distance sector. If the reverse is the case it is
in either the second or third. The combination of these two
criteria suffices to locate the planetrs epicyclic distance
sector. The author gives no directions for the velocity
sectors.

The terms I'increasingt, (or t'increased'r) and ÍdecreasingI
(or "decreased") as used in the last part of this chapter
(f. Sfr:3-9) are explained by Biruni in Ia](p.203). ,'Increas-
ing in computationi means that the equation is positive. The
author is here referring to the epicycle sectors only. 'lncrei!
in magnitude" refers to the celestial objectts apparent size,
which varies inversely with its distance. When it is in the
second or third epi-cyclic sector its apparent size will be
increased over its mêan value, hence the term.

34. Prediction of Lunar Eclipses (f. 3lr:lI - 33r:3)
A lunar eclipse occurs whenever the moon enters the shadow

cast by the earth. If for any time during the eclipse the moon
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is completely irnmersed in the shadow the eclipse is said to be
total, otherwise it is partial. Our author seeks to describe
eclipses to the extent of deterrnining the times of (a) first
contact of moon and shadow, (f) first totality, if the eclipse
is total, (c) ttre middle of the eclipse, (a) tfre beginning of
clearance, i.e. the end of totality, and (e) conplete clearance.
For a partial eclipse the magnitude also is desired.

Since the depth and duration of an eclipse is determined
by how closely the broken line sun-earth-moon approaches
straightness, it is clear that a necessary condition for a

lunar eclipse is that sun and moon be in opposition, i.e. have
longitudes differíng by 18Oo. The condition is not sufficient,
however, for the moon does not travel on the ecliptic, but
along a second great circle which intersects the ecliptic at
an angle of about five degrees. This circle rotates slowly
westward so that the nodes, the points of intersection between
the two circles, have a motion of about nineteen degrees per
year. The moonrs distance from the ecl"iptic, its latitude, is
the element which determines whether or not an eclipse will
occur at a given opposition.

Our author makes several si.mplifying assumptions. For
one thing he regards the earth-moon distance as a constant,
hence the apparent size of the lunar disk as viewed from the
earth is also constant. The same sort of assumption for the
earth-sun distance implies that the width of the shadow cone
where it is cut by the moon is likewise a constant. These
simplifications have the effect of making an essentially three-
dimensional problem two dimensional, for now we can confine
our attention to the surface of the sphere, concentric with
the earth, in which the moonrs cênter moves. As a final
simplificationr let Figure 16 represent to some scale a sma1I
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Figure Ió. A Diagram for a Partial Lunar Eclipse

portion of this spherical surface, with O marking a point on
the ecliptic AB at which rnoon and sun are in opposltion. The
path of the moonrs center is Ir4D and its apparent radius is MN.
The intersection of the earthrs shadow and the sphere at the
time of opposition is represented by the circle ABC. OD is
perpendicular to DM, and since the latter makes with the
ecliptic an angle not greater than five degrees, the length
of OD is a fair approximation to the moon,s latitude at the
time of conjunction. If the moon is tangent to the shadow
circle at N, then, in the right triangJ,e ODM, OM is the sum
of the moonrs apparent radius and the shadow radius, and DM

is an approximation to the difference between the moonts elon-
gation at first contact and at opposition. DM cannot be
regarded as the difference in lunar l.ongitudes between these
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l.imes, for in the same period the sun itself, hence the earthrs
',hadow, wilI have made some progress along the ecliptic.

When an eclipse is partial, as in the one illustrated in
l:igure 16, its magnitude is the length of EC measured in
(c:clipse) digits, twelfths of the apparent lunar diameter.
liigure 17, on the other hand, shows a total eclipse. Here

Figure 17. A Diagrarn for a Total Lunar Eclipse

Lhe beginning of totality is of inteïest, and this occurs when
the moon is tangent internally to the shadow circle, as at H.
ln both cases the approximate middle of the eclipse is marked
by the arrival of the moonrs center at D, this corresponding to
Lhe time of opposition. The ends of totality and of contact
are located on the eastward side of OC symmetrically with their
beginni.ngs.

35. Lunar Eclipse Limits
With this background we now examine the text of Chapter

oaÁ224
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Iïr11, beginning with f. 31v:1, a statement to the effect
a nêcessary and sufficient condition that an eclipse occur
that the lunar latitude at opposition (p) be less than tho
of the apparent radii of moon (rr) and shadow (r"). The
sentence, f. 3Iv:5, Iooks corrupt, and comparison with the
corresponding passage in NS (p.28O) confirms our suspicion,
It says!

If the lunar latitude at the conjunc-
tion is more than sixty-three minutes, (tfren)
undoubtedly its distance from the node will
be more than twelve degrees, and so there
will be no eclipse. But if it is l-ess than
that and greater than twenty-nine minutes,
then part of it will be eclipsed.

Although not explicitly stated, it is clear from the
that a necessary and sufficient condition that totality be
attained is that

r ) B.m'

The numbers in the Nuzhah lead to the equations

r+s
r-

s

r =631m
. = ,olm'

whose solution is r = 46r and r = I7lsm
rounded-bff Ptolemaic parameters ([43],
p.395).

That the Iatitude condition
valent to the statement made in
distance from node to opposition

, both numbers being
ed. of Ha1ma, vol. i,

a partial eclipse is
text about the ecliptic
be demonstrated as folI

for
our
may
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Consider the right spherical triangle (Figure IB) formed
celestial sphere by the node, the moonrs center, and the

on the
proj ec-

Figure IB. The Lunar Latitude Near Syzygy

tion of the Iatter on the ecliptic. The rêlation

Rsin IdË

5o are both small. Putting P = 63, wesubsists, since p and
obta in

\ = arc sin (6:/soo) É L2o t

as demanded by the text.
We are now in a position to investigate the condition with

which Chapter II,11 opens, namely that if the opposition occurs
during daylight it must be less than 2;4 hours after sunrise or
before sunset. Violation of the condition implies that t.here
will be no possibility of any part of even the longest eclipse
taking place while the sun is below the horizon.

An eclipse of maximum duration is one for which first contact
takes place when the elongation is sixty-three minutes of arc.
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Since the mean rate of elongation is about 13;IOrl5o - O;51.r,lte

= L2;LLr27o pe:r day, half the length of the longest eclipsr, ïe

about
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I

#fr = 214 hours.

This is doubtless the ori.gin of the number the author
gives. lt does not appear in the Nuzhah.

36. Lunar Eclipse Markinqs on the Ruler
A permanent mark (O in Figure 19) is placed on the ruJo;tg

edge at a distance of sixty-three parts (sixtieths of the plale
radi.us) from the end. The mark of first totalitv (O") is prrt

permanently on the ruler at a distance twenty-three parts Ír,rrtrr

the same end. The segment OO" will be thirty-four parts in
Iength, equal to the apparent diameter of the moon in minutor.
It is divided into twelve equal segments, each one an eclipsl
d i9 it.

37, Deterg.ination of the Lunar Eclipse Times
Suppose now that p for the time (t) of the opposition hile

been computed and is sufficiently small to indicate an eclipr,o,
Set the alidade point of Aries on the ring. Put a mark O on
the plate such that the segment DO is of length p measured in
divisions of the alidade, taking a sixtieth of the plate radlu!
for each minute of arc. Rotate the alidade through an angle
of ninety degrees, and place the ruler so that the lunar eclllrqp
mark on its edge coincides with O, and so that its end touchori
the edge of the alidade (at M). The triangle DOM is now a

mechanical construction of the triangle having the same Iettelc
in Figure Ió. Hence the length of DM on the instrument qiveg

T-
I

Ê

Figure 19. The Instrument Set Up for a

Lunar Eclipse Determination

the elongation in minutes of arc at the instant of first (or
last) contact. Since the rate of elongation is, very crudely,
a half degree per hour, "depressingt' (cf. Section g) tfre lenqth

t-lD 4t'D E

aaQ
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of DM once and doubling the result (i.e. dividing by
will yield the elapsed time from first contact to the
the eclipse. This is what the text prescribes. Add
to t and subtract it from t to get the times of day at whlch
last and first contact take place respectlvely.

If the eclipse is total, an exactly analogous use is rnadl
of the mark of first totality (0") instead of the lunar ecll
mark (O) to construct the triangle O'FD (in Figure 19) cong
with OFD (in figure I7). From it is obtained DM, the eI
at first tota1lty, which also is converted into time
and depressing. Addition to and subtraction of the
t gives the times of day of last and first totality

For a partial eclipse the magnitude is measured
by sliding the end (ll1) of the ruler along the alidade
ruler occupies the position indicated by the pair of
Iines on Figure 19. The position of the rnark O with
the digit scale on the ruler then gives the magnitude
directly. The validity of this procedure can be seen
Figure Ió, where it wi.ll be observed that the eclipse
is, approxirnately

ED+DC=r *rms P=63'-F,
which is the construction prescribed.

38. larallax in the_Altitude Circle (f. 35r:4 - 36r:5)
It is convenient here to break the order of the text and

insert appropriate comrnent on Chapter II,14, the substance
which is a preliminary to Section 39.

In Figure 20 assume the small circle with center C to be
the terrestrial sphere. An observer at E takes the attitude

resul t
respect i
very sl

to
of

230
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at S, the latter being at a distance SC from
earth. With respect to the observerrs

a half)
middl e

the regul

by doubl

until
dotted
respect
in digi
from
rnagni

a celestial body
the center of the

horizon, the tangent to the sphere at E, the altitude of S is
angle SEF. As reckoned from the center of the earth, however,
the altitude is SCD. The difference between these two angles
is P, the parallax in the altitude circle. It is clear that P

is a function of two variables, the earth-planet distance, and
the altitude. For CS constant, P is maximum when the altitude
is zero, taking a maximum val.ue of, very nearly

Figure 20. The Instrument Set Up

for a Parallax Determination
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.ECarc s1n 6

The operation described in
of making a scale representation
and our Figure 20 is sufficient
nat ion.

It is of interest, however,
For the three objects mentioned,
distance wilI be

Chapter fI r14 consists es

of the situation set forth
supplement to the authorrs e

to put down his parameters.
horizontal parallax at mean

= r\.^O t?ovtr/ tLr

-n. I ÁRO

= O; 3,5Oo,

C arc sin 0;I,2
O arc sin OiOr2
I a.c sin O;,o,4

where mean distance has been taken as l rOlO for the sun and
and as IrAiA/2 for Venus, as prescribed in f. 35r:I3.

Comparison of these numbers with corresponding entries in
a table of parat-taxes on f. l85v of fásfrlrs zí1 lZZl show as
close a correlation as can be expected. Horizontal lunar pa
Iax at mean distance is there given as O;59r59o. For the sun
it is O;2r15o, and this accords with our result of O9tr55o,
since the author says vaguely (f.:Srr9) that for the sun CE

should be I'a little more[ than the two minutes we have taken.
For Venus the zij gives Oi4r8o, likewise reasonably close to
our value.

For both the sun and Venus the constructions prescribed
bear little relation to practical reality. For one thing, the
measurement of angles as smalL as these on an instrument of
this sort is out of the question. And for another, the dísta
of Venus from the earth is based on no observations at all, but
on the assumption that the planetary system has been put toge

ZJJ
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by nesting the successive Ptolernaic configurations as closely
inside each other as will insure no planetrs striking its
nei ghbor.

39. The Table of Parallax Components (f. 33v)
fn order that a solar eclipse be visible to an observer it

is necessary that the sun and moon have, for the time of the
eclipse, very nearly the same celestial coordinates. And since
the observer is on the earthrs surface, not at its center, it
is clear that the coordinates used must be apparent ones and
not true coordinates, that is, computed with respect to the
observer rather than with respect to the center of the earth.
In other words, it is necessary that a correction for parallax
be applied to the true coordinates resulting from ordinary
determinations.

The ad.iusted lunar parallax (ikhtilàf-i man?ar-i muÍaddal-i
qamar) is the difference between the parallax of the sun and
moon at a time when both have the same apparent altitude. Our
table breaks up this adjusted parallax in the al.titude circle
into its latitude and Iongitude components. Each pair of such
components is for a conjunction occurring at an integer nurnber
of hours before, after, or at the local meridian, and at the
initial point of one of the twelve zodiacat signs. Symmetry
considerations permit the use of a single column for each pair
of signs equidistant from the solsticesg thus the second column
from the left (on the transcription) serves for both Leo and
Gemini, provided that the hours for the former are read from
the column at the extreme right, and those for the latter from
the left. The latitude components are given in minutes of arc;
the longitude entries in minutes of tirne by which the effect of
the parallax will delay or advance the time of apparent conjunction.
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Since the rate of eJ-ongation is about twelve degrees per day,
division of the longitude components by two gives an approximatl
conversion into ninutes of arc.

The top row of entries in the table gives the length of
daylight when the sun is in the beginning of the sign named

at the head of each respective column.
Our authorrs statement (f, 1+r:7) that the table is from

Káshïrs zij is confirmed by examination of the latter document.
It is on f. I64v of 123], where the statement is made that the
data have been computed for a place of terrestrial latitude
30o. In a special. study [27] it has been shown that the numberg
in the table are only crudely correct, and that they were pro-
bably lifted by Káshi from some source unknown to us.

40. Solar Eclipses (f. 33r:5 - 34v:3)
The technique for computing solar eclipses with the aid

of the instrument closely resembles that used for lunar eclipses,
and can be described with reference to what has preceded. Of
course it is now conjunctions, not oppositions, which present
possibilities for solar eclipses. Just as before, a permanent
mark is put on the edge of the ruler, this time at a distance
from the end of thirty-three sixtieths of the plate radius.
(Cf. f. I2vz7). This implies that the (apparent) tunar lati-
tude at conjunction must be less than thirty-three minutes, a

condition which the text gives explicitly in f, 34r:9. The
same limit is given in the Atmagest ([aS] vi,S). The condition
also implies that

r *r =331mcJ

where r. denotes the apparent radius of the solar disk. Sinceó

234
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we have already taken r, to be about seventeen minutes, it
follows that the solar and lunar disks are assumed to be of
about the same size. Hence even if a solar eclipse is tota1,
the duration of totality wíIl be very shortr and in fact no

mark of first totality is prescribed. The portion of the ruler
edge from the solar eclipse mark to the end is to be divided
into twelve equal parts for the solar eclipse digits (f. fgr:Z).

One compJ.ication which does not enter in the case of a

lunar eclipse is the fact that for a sol-ar eclipse the geogra-
phical location of the observer is involved. Hence the true
coordinates are to be corrected for parallax by use of the
table on f. 33v. The effêct of parallax being always to depress
the apparent position beneath the true one, it follows that if
the conjunction occurs in the forenoon the (longitudinal) correc-
tion wilL be subtracted from the time of true conjunction,
whereas it is added in the case of an afternoon conjuncti.on.
For the same reason the latitude correction is subtracted
algebraically from the true latitude, north being taken as
positive. Once the corrections have been made, the time from
first contact to the rniddle of the eclipse and the magnitude of

the eclipse are cornputed on the instrument just as they are for
a lunar eclipse.

The parallax also acts to asymmetrize the necessary condi-
tion for a solar eclipse. Its effect is always to pull a celes-
tial object down along a vertical circle from its true position.
Hence when the true moon is north of the ecliptic, the allowable
distance between node and conjunction is greater than when it
is south. Thus the chapter on solar eclipses in the Nuzha
(t'tS, p.Zel) begins with the statement that if the conjunction
is after the ascending node and before the descending node,
i.e. if the moon has north latitude, the critical distance is

D2q
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sixteen degrees; if the moon has south Latitude the distance
is seven degrees.

The corresponding passage in our text, f. 33rt7-!), doubt.
less said the same thing in the original composition. However,
it was garbled by the copyist who wrote twice the line and a

half enclosed in braces in the translation. His mistake was
made easier by the fact that the words for distance (buÍd) and
aftêr (baÍd) are written the same unless diacritical rnarks are
used.

In his zï: ([Zs], f. 85r) Káshï gives the sarne necêssary
condition as is found in our text and in the Nuzhah. He
qualifies it by saying that it applies to localities in the
third and fourth climates. A criterion which holds for all
inhabited localities is, he says, that if the lunar latitude
is north, the distance from node to conjunction shall be less
than eighteen degreesl if south the distance shalL be less
than nine degrees. He does not derive this condition in the
zíj, and it may very well be rounded off from ptolemyrs l7;4lo
and Bi22o arrived at in the Almagest ([+S], vi15).

41. The Solar Mean Lonqitude at_Equinox (f. 34vt4 - 35r:3)
In Islamic astrology the instant at which the sun crosses

the vernal equinoctial point is called the vear-transfer
(Arabic tatrwil aI-sinah, or simply tabwll, cf. [+], p.t5O) and
was considered to be of great significance. Even to the present
in rran the situation of the individual at the moment of transfer
is supposed to affect his destiny throughout the coming year.

Chapter II r13 in our text explains a method for determining
the time of transfer by use of the equatorium. The same problem
is treated much more etaboratety in the fháqánI Zi3 ([23],
ff. 9Or - 91r). It can be formuLated as the inverse of a more
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common problem, the deterrnination of a planetary true J-ongitude
(L) as a function of its mean longituoe (i), the latter being
a linear function of tirne. Now we have the solar true Iongitude
given, at the equi-noctial point (I = Oo), and we seek the
corresponding f,. Once this is determined the correspondlng
time can be inferred from the mean rnotion table.

The solutions in the zÏj at" set up in terms of the mean

and true centers, i" and \"r but the difference is trivial, since
addition of the apsidal longitude to a center converts the Iatter
into a longitude. (cf. p.f88.)

Two apparently alternative methods are given in the zij
for obtaining i" from ),". The first says, find from the table
of solar equations (e) tfre equation whose argument is the given
tra. Add the result to 1," to obtain a first approximation to i",
and repeat the process. That is, put

f,", = e(\") +tr",
i-^=e(i-,)+\-,

dzdld

Í"a = e(i."r) + r.".

Then, says KàshÏ, Í.a is the desired f,". This iterative
method for inverting suitable types of functions is very old,
and probably of Hindu origin (cf. lr] ana [S2]).

The second method consists of putting

where emax

(z+1 X =a

Sin e(), ) = sin e . Sin l. .' a' max a'

2iOr29o i.s fáshíts naximum solar equation. Then

e(i.-) + l, = arc Sin(sin e . Sin }. ) + À-a a max -a' 'a

237
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In another part of the zíj, on f. I66v, is a numerical
table of the function L(). ). sav.

(zs1 L(\^) = 2;o,29o sin ). + À' a' 'a -a'

e*"* being a small angle, expressions (Z+) ana (2S) 
"."approximately equivalent. Thus the table gives a third method

for obtaininq f, .-a
By contrast with these elaborate and approximate techniquoo,

the solution with the instrument is direct and, at least theo_
retically, precise. one puts the rurer arongside the ficti-tioua
center and paralJ.el to the line joining the plate center and
Aries Oo. The point of intersection of the ruler edge with tho
graduations of the ring gives immediatery the mean Iongitude at
which L = 0o, the configuration being the same as that for
determining \ from f,.

The desired f, having been determined, it is easy to find
from the table of mean motions a date such that at the noon of
that day the solar mean longitude In exceeds the equinoc.tial L
Just found, whereas on the preceding noon the solar mean longi_
tude is exceeded by the equinoctial f,. The expression
([" - [)/i then gives the numËer of hours from the instant of
transfer to the later noon, provided that i is the rate of chango
of Í in degrees per hour.

For material on f. 35rr4 - 3ótl5 see Section 39 above

42. The Equation of Time (f. 3ór:6 - 37r:B)
Chapter IIrl5 of the text contains no application of the

equatorium, and in fact makes no reference to either one of our
instruments. The topic it discusses is, howevèr, of at least
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theoretical interest in the major problem solvable with the
equatorium, the determination of planetary true positions. The

table of mean motions, on which such determinations are ulti-
matel,y based, gives mean positions reckoned from some epoch.
Local apparent time, reckoned from successive meridian passages
of the true sun, differs from mean time because of two facts.
These, as the author points out, are the variable angular
velocity of the true sun in the ecliptic, and the unequal
projections on the celestial equator of equal segments on the
ecliptic. The difference is the equation of time.

The first part of the chapter is copied verbatim from
the extensive equation of time rnaterial in the ffráqání ZI3
([Za], f. S:r). At about f. 36v:lO our author abandons this
source, and from there on leans heavily on Appendix B (p.3fl)
of NS. The NK version has nothing on the equation of timei
the subject is another afterthought of KáshI, but his pre-
sentation is much more satisfactory than that of our text,
which slavishly copies his mistakes.

For instance, f. 37r:3-37r:ó in the text is on the conver-
sion from degrees of arc to timer 36Oo being equivalent to
twenty-four hours. A degree of arc does correspond to four
rninutes of time, and a minute of arc to four seconds, but ten
minutes of arc corresponds to forty seconds of time, not to a

minute, as both the NS and our text have it.
fn order that this chapter be useful the author should

have provided the user with specific means of determining the
equation of time. One way would be to give a nurnerical table
such as that in Káshírs own Kháqàni zl: (lzs), ff. t26v, I27r).
Another way would be to give explicit directions for computing
both components of the equation of time. The determination of
one component, the solar equation, has already been described,
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in Chapter II,6. Nothing has been done in the text, however,
about the conputation of the right ascensions which make up
the second component. In NS (p.3lI) fásnÍ describes a techniquà
with the instrument for solving this spherica). trigonometric
problem. ïhe methods resemble those used for the deterni.natton
of the lunar latitude and conrnented on in Section 25 above.

To clarify the passage f. 36v:Il - 37rt2 we remark that
the equation of time (e) at any instant t is the difference
between the change of mean solar longltude (i) from epoch (tO)
to time t, and the change in right ascension (c) of the true
sun from tO to t. Syrnbolically this is

Ë(t) =a[(t) -nc(t)
= t[(t) - r'1to)i - (o(t) - c(to))
= Í(t) - o(t) - [(to) + o(to).

The rule in the text says

E(t) = (i(t) + 3157,30o) * a(t).

Cornparison of the two expressions shows that we must have

o(to) - i(t.) = 31b7,30o,

that is, the constant to be added to the mean longitude is a
number which depends on the epoch of the tables and on the base
longltude for which they have been computed. Thls 3g57r3@,
however, has been taken over from NS without change, whereas
the nean notion tables of the text have both a different epoch
and a different base longitude than those of NS.

COMMENTARY

43. The P.late of Con'iunctions (f. 3?r:9 - 38r:11)
The construction of the second instrument is easily under-

stood from the description on ff. 15r-17r, especially when

considered in conjunction with the drawing on f. I7v' its
modern counterpart on the opposite page, and Figure 21, repro-
duced from page 287 of NS.

,,

Fign'tre 21, The Plate of Conjunctions, from NS

0f the metrological units mentioned in this passage,
slze of the cubit has been discussed in Section 2 above.

the
The
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digi-t ls usually taken as one twenty-fourth of a cubit,
As for the operation of the instrument, the device has boen

designed to predict the time of day at which a conjunction
between two planets will occur, given the noon longitudes of
the planets for the given day and for the following day, It
is further assumed, of course, that their longitudes show one

planet in the lead at the first noon, and the other at the
second. Regard the variations in longitude as linear through-
out the course of the day. Then if t is the time in hours
from the first noon until the conjunction takes place,

. 24d'b,

where d is the difference between the longitudes of the two
planets (Kásnits past distance), and b is the difference betweon
the daily rates of the two planets (t<ásnits dailv motion) for
the day in question. Incidentally, the Persian-Arabic term
buht, standard for the longitudinal speed of a ptanet, is from
the Sanscrit word !hu[!! (ci. [a], p.lO5).

The turning ruler (f. I7rzL2, see also Flgure 2) is set
so that its edge crosses the "divisions of travel" scale at
dlstance b from the beginning of the scale. Find the point
on the same scale comesponding to d, from there project hori-
zontally to the edge of the turning ruler, thence vertically
down to the base of the triangle. It is clear that the result-
ing point is at the required distance t from the left vertex
of the triangle.

ïhe three sliding scales at the bottom are to convert t
fron time measured from noon to time measured fron local sunrise
or sunset, depending on whether the event occurs during the day
or the night respectively. To do this, set the day ruler so

COMMENTARY

that the pivot on the turning ruLer is opposite the point on the
day ruler corresponding to half the length of daylight for the
date and Iocality in question. Set the head of the night ruler
opposite the point on the day ruler corresponding to the number
of hours of daylight. Put the head of the next-day ruler
opposite the point on the night ruler corresponding to the
number of hours of darkness. Then, as the author remarks, the
right angle of the triangle will falt opposite the point of the
next-day scale rnarking the hour of noon. Now the place where
the vertical ]ine distant t units from the pivot intersects one
of the three slides at the base gives directly the desired hour
of day or night.

In all of the late medieval persian zí3es inspected by the
editor, many pages are given over to a double-entry table of the
function defining t above (cf. lZel, p.I62). It is evident that
KáshI invented this simple device to obviate the need for such
tables. As such it fulfilted a practical purpose, yielding
results of sufficient precision for the problem at hand. The
instrumentrs most serious drawback for-rows from the fact that
the usual daily motion of the planets is of the order of a
degree. That of the moon is much larger, averagíng over thirteen
degrees. This implies that if the conjunction does not involve
the moon, the turning ruler would be elevated by so srnall an
angle that the result would be considerably affected by small
inaccuracies in the construction.
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PERSIAN GLOSSARY

(Readers who desire to locate in the text one of the words
Iisted below can do so by looking up its English equivalent in
the index. )

seer dJ
clearance

(of an eclipse)

obl iquity
sol stices

elliptical (?)

apogee(s) oV.sl
mean (motions

and positions)

q
subst itute

"?;|i1."", ) e/
sl ow

rate

?
compa s s

lcql
,11t

_:l -zl

ctui''u*r
tpr.) e\

bt--ztl

instrument

conjunction( s )

-l

conj unct ion

see: t 'r

d i f ference

parallax

a lt itude

difference
mark s

oppos it i on

a strolabe

d igits
seet j

,

':)nl
,tàl

;>ttàl Gt.)
,at&l

8',hl
j)til

P'l
ë,'

illl(6/tàt
tpr.) (/

CP
distance(s) 212 I (nt. ) É
doubled distance r-êL'-;

--+t/.

forward (motion) .=.'671
direct ( statton)ftzt (rt;)

duï-zt
.'\l

ë-l
rul

,q. crimate(s) f Ul (el.) t'l ,



south

node, Iunar

s ine

acute (angle)

product

ring
motion (s ) .:-
computation

argument

perigee

depression, or
trough

true

ring

Aries
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u.f

-l"rf
----4.9

t)v
).rJev

f
pt.),)2
*L--P

^4'
à;?L)-

-F

/r
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calendar or

complete (of

trans fe r
epicyc I e

doubl ing

equation

equation of

part(s), or
d1v1s1onls,,

additi on

.--
date

years )

z

quoti ent -:-j7tV
eccentric /ào

-l 
t/

anomaly {nv eV
compound anomaly

lunar eclips " .itS
wood -^:2

di f ferences

subtra cti on

intersect i on

true (celestiat )
1 ongitude

ha lving
succession of

the signs

.5
hoLe, drill hole

2L/
rabre(s) JrlF (wt.)JrX

time rr-tLjËuv'

,|.1Gt.) ,7

4"
^al,
J"

a
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(
string o\/t

$

)bt;
èt
etii

ji;
?1JU

angl e
right angle

increasing

proj ection ,
excess r Iug

tongue

Saturn

Venus

astrononl cal
handbook

U
year

complete (g
elapsed) year

speedy, fast
plane

the two inferior
planets, Mercury
and Venus

imnersion (of an
ecl i pse )

cha in J-I-/
year(s) ,F $r.) *:

GLOSSARY

line(s) urbz (ot.) ;è
Iine of apsides ,j?lV
Iatitude lines ,f/rY
thread à,t

circre (s ) 1lt2 Gt .) t/.t)
Iatitude circle jS Z\
degree(s) x-lz) Gl .) ^>')
rotation, g

revolution 2)

,>
cubit Llr)
epicyclic apogee ts,r)

,)
retrograde ó,
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è

4t;?u 
n-'y

/"-l i
ó,íl)

)!)
Jt't)
t6)
1)(:

hole

novement

JL-
nvJU

duly

bri-/

alrst
,1

quadrant (s ) 6-t7l 
(nr. ) e

retrogradation, .:-€. /g retrograde

elevate (a (y-/e/
sexagesimal ), to

numeral(s), rËtlGt.) flor mark(s) |

dif"""n." ,n".k J)el í/



a I idade

Mercury

magnitude
(of a star)

node ,;t
mark -t-rs
mathematics cg!,rf
astronomy fÍf
superior (planets) af

L
extremity, extreme ;rG(value), maxinum

j
Persian C:/tU
êxcess, or ,-)ëdi fference

ecliptic, f.:y'\AJ-,or zodrac \--

L)
ba se

perpendicul ar

oibla, the
direction of
Mecca

disk
Constantinople

,F6
íG
4;

íi
)"b-'

plumbl ine

day, nychthemeron

yelIow copper

sun

I
bra ss

pl ate

.r
muI tipl i cation

Ib
plate of the

heavens

Iongitude, usually J*terrestrial Iongitude, -
but in the text(f.3rrs) celestial

J.*

,-)b

L
universe ll9
ratitude(s) Sf:j ftt.)jj
o':?";niin"o'"* ,í4'

longitude.

I ongi tud inal

t;
shadow

(Í
Jit2

)tt?

-P
ip

u./

&atÈ

4yd
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sine (astrolabe -:-1g quadrant)

preserved L'r;9
axis ,r-/
circumference L3
orbit, on f.8r:11 , ,Ubut in an astro-

nomical context the
word usually denotes
any circle of the celes-
tial sphere whose pole
is the north pole.

square ,rt)(_:

GLOSSARY

division(s) , ,Jl fpr.)lg part(s) Í

F,?F
/

-^b
4r) $r.) ,ít

,t._) _/
fractions /)

.----r-/

*/í#

dianeter

equating
diarneter

moon

pivot, pole

arc(s)

solar eclipse

star(s), 99
pLanet( s )

total (of an
eclipse )

i()
s ights

plate

color(s ) Oyl

f
incl ining ,gg inclined
explicit (years)

triangle

place, the place of a i:digit in a place-value
representation of a number.

elevated

cornpound ( in
compound anonaly).,/

center(s) , JlGr.)sometlmes mean
longitude neasured
from deferent apogee.

apparent
pointer
Mars

fictitious
direct (notion),

of a planet

tu:lil?. center ,O/ ,:/fictitious center

e.:í

)t

J2
é7

€
thí2
À;-/L

dd
(pt.) o/

Lt,<)-

,L-1
;/L,

ë



L ibra
inclination,

or declination
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rul er

peg

or:
.E

()
decreasing óàU
incomplete (of 4bUyears ) , or current ,gg explicit
copper LíV
ratio .-4
noon, or meridian /Vl--bt
semicircle Z> --;êi
sector( s ) p5tb (pI .) óU
oppos ite
decrea se

point ( s )

latitude point
opposite point
L ight

^Y)./-
,f'

tLó(pr. ) Èb
, ës,hÀtv-/

Dt;V/'h;'
,/t

luminaries, the two, r,í.,the sun and the moon) v.t'

,'
chord, or hypotenus" "it
mean (posi ti 6n bl--zrl (pt .) b-rSor mot10n,,

2__

v
path(s) .-=y (pt.) y'
Jupiter é_P
ascensions, Cti/g risings
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TNDEX INDEX

References to the text and translation give fotio and Astrolabe, 5vzl2r6rt3rllv:3r81 Circumference, 6r:5.
line, separated by a colon. The corresponding numbers appêar x 4r18or182. Clearance (of an eclipse),
along the left-hand edge of each page of the translation. Astrology; x 236. 32v:8r9; + 223.
Nurnbers preceded by an asterisk (x) are references to pages Astronomyr3rr4. Ctimate(s), l4rz'7.
of the commentary. Axis, 17rt9r11. Color(s), 6vz'7 r15v:8rlO.

Compass , I2v:6115r (marginal
Acute angle, I6v:ll-rl7r:1r5. I82t23Ir233. Badr aI-Dïn; + 5. note)r24r:6r1O.
Additionr 3rrl2. Anomaly, anornalisticr l3r:I3, Base, Iór:lr9r1l. Complete (= elapsed) years,
Adjusted, 22rt6-l,r22vz8rI3, l3v:1r19rr13rl9vzl13r2Ovt2, al-Battànï; * ITO1186 ,216r2l'/. I8vt21416.

2lvz9r23rtl ,24vt6r25tz5-8, 3r2Lrt|2r2lvz3r9t22rt3rlO, Bayazid, 4rt3l * 91185. Compound anomaly, 13v:1,
13,25v:11 ,26tt3,5r26vzlO, II ,23rt2r24v;6r25rt6r8r26rt5, af-nïrini; x 4,L'/A1222. 19v:1,3r21r:13r21v:3,
27rz\r29vt,4r9rl3. 28rz8r29vt4r9r]Irl3; * 1B4r Brassr 5v:llrllv:2rl5r:3, 22rzla.

Agha, M.i * lB8. IB5,IBT-1B9II92II93II95'I97, 16r:7. Computation, 3r:1lr3v:8,
Albion; x I82. 2O8r2IOr2l5. nri-de (theorem of the), l5r 3lr:416; x 13.
Alidade, lIv:I13 17 rl2rt517, Apogee(s), 7rz2r41517 r72rlOtz4, (marginal note). Conjunction(s) , I4tz516,

13r:6rl9vt9rI2r2Or:1Or13, I3r:13rl8r:3r4 r7 r22rt7 r22vz9, 33r:517rl3r34r:3-5r34v:3,
2Avt2rgrIOr2lr:I1416rI3, I0r25vtl 14r28vt214r7 r3Or:3, Calendar, IBr:11. 37rz9r38rz2r5i + 233-236,
2),vt5rI2rL3r22vtl13r23ttl, 4r')-lr3Ovt214; x 167 1168rI7L, Center(s), 6r:8113r7rt2rla, 24I-243.
415r'l ,8r23vzL13rBr24rt72, l75rI79rl88rl93tI97 r2OI ,2I2, II ,2Ort214r7 rgtILrI2r2avz9, Constantinople, 18v:101 x 9,
13r24v:1,8-1Or13r25v:6r1O, 216-218t22O. lOrI212lrz6rI2r2lvz416rgrL2, 186.
1312611819rI2rL3r26vzl ,2, Apollonius of Perga; x 2I51216. 22rt8r22vz8r13r23r:l r25rz7, Contact, eclipsel x 223-225,
28vrl13r3Ov:6rBr3lv:12, Apparent, 14rt516r34rt9rllr 3 1517 rI3r25vtll-l3126r:3r8, 227 1229r23A1235.
32tt213r7-lOr34vz618r1O11I, 35r:415r35vt214rl2r36tt5. 26vt3rI3r27r:1-5r28r:IOrll, Copper, 5v:ll rl).vt2rl5rz2.
35r:6rBrI2r35vt316,'7,9rI2, Appendix; x 13rl4rI71 . 13r28v:3r3Or:'l ,I2rl3r3Ov:I, Cubit, 6r:I115r:3 ,4; x 165,
3órrl13 r41 x IIrl75r1BO-184, Apsides, line of, Brt6rTi x 170, 617 r9-I7r13r3lr:1 r32rt9, 24I.
19Orl92rI93r195rI99 r2AOr2O4, L7ItI73tI75tl76tI79 rIBOrl96r 34v:8r35r:7rI3r35v:1, center
2ABr2O9r228r23O. 2OI12O2y2II ,2I9. (longitude reckoned from DastJr quadrant; + Ie2.

Almagest; x 4rg1169rI7Or|7g, Arc(s), 8r:9r19v:lor36vr9. apogee)i x IB81196r2O2123-7. Day (Nychthemeron) , 36rz7 rIO,
184120012A3120612II ,213, Argumentr 22vtIr2r5. Chain, I3r:4r5. 11, daylight, length of;
2L7 r2IBr22Or221 ,2341236. Aries, 2CNzI2,2lvt'1. Chaucer; * 165rIóó1200. x 243.

AJ.titude, I3rt6r35rr4-6, Ascension (right)r 36r:1Ir3óvrl, Chord, I5r (marginat note). Day ruler; x 2421243.
35v22-4r9-I3r3órr5; x 13, 37rt2. Circle(s), ór:9rlOrl2v:1-3. Daylight, length of; + 243.
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Decreasing, decreaser 3J-r:5-71 Diskr 5v:9r1O16r:8r13r6v:J.O, Eccentric, BrrIr2Tvt9rLO, 190r195-197r2IOr2IBr22A-222,
x 222. 13; x 164rt61 rI7O. 3Or:7. 237,239.

Deferent(s), 7rz2r'/vz214rla, Distance(s), 9rt31419, I9v:5, Eccentricity; x 168-1711173r Equation of time , 36126,
11r8r:12rl3r8vrlrlOrlOr:2, 2Otz317 18r26vzl3r27rz2-5r8, 1751179r18Orl9Ar2ILr2I9. 36vrIOrJ-I ,37rt7; x 131238-
20r:10r2lrr5 r24vt5r27rt9, IAr27v;II ,I2r28rtl0-13r EcJ.ipse marksl x 11. 24O.

27vt3rIAr28v:316r3Ov:31 28vt21415r7 rII-I3r29rzl12, Eclipse(s)r Ê9? lunar eclipse Equator, 3ór:1Or12r36vz9; + 23g.
* 1l,Ió7-173rl75rI79rlBO, 5r3Or:6rl2r3Ov:1 13rl0rl3 2 ànd solar eclipse; x I84. Equatoriuml * B1165rl73rl93,
I84rI92rI95|2OA-2A41206r2O'/, 31r:lr9r31v:6,33r:BrlI, Ecliptic; + I2rI'/9rI98r2AA- 196r2cn123612381239.
2a9-2I4r216-22I. 34r:3r35r:2rl2r13r35v:8, 20612101223-227 1239. Equatorium, types of; x Il,

Deferent, ovall + 13r2I4. 36rz4r37rrl0r37vtI19r38rt4, Elevate, elevatedr 3lv:12, 13r175r]82.
Degree(s), 6vz3r9rzL2. l r8. 32r:lr32v:13i x 1661176. Equinox; + 236-238.
Depress, to, 32rt11; x 16U, Distances, planetary, 2óv:I31 Elliptical (?), 8r:9. Excess of revolution; x 13.

229,230. x l2r2I4t23l. Elongationl x L92r22l,224, Excess,2Ovtl2.
Depressionr l2r:1. Division(s)r 3r:I2r3vt8, 227-2301234. Expticit (years)r l8r:12.
Descriptive geometry; * 2O7. 7r:13r6vt3rl1r14r:1115rr13, Epicycle, Br:IIr9r (marginal Extremityr 24vz5.
Deviation; x 2A2r2A4. l5v:113 15r'7 rI7rz2rI3rr4, note)rlOv:2r12r (marginal
Diameter, 5v:1316r:lOrI1, I9vz619rI2rI3r2Ar:31419, note) r24vt4r8rII ,27124, Fast, 3ór:J.3.

diameter, firstl x 2OIr2O2, 2ov:lrll ,2lrt2r22rt7r22vt2, 2Br:J-Or13r3Orz317 rLa-I2, Fictitious center, €ir:3,
2A5r2A7 r2IO, diameter, 23rz2rlOr23vzLOr24rtl16, 3Ov:l; x I69rI73rI75rL8O, I9vt8r2Or..2r34vz8; * I9O,
second; x 2AI ,2O2r2A5r2O7. 24vzLr2r25r:1r25v:9rlo, I84r192rt93r195-l97r2oo- 238.

Difference, 26vz9rIJ". 26rzI19r27rz516r8rIArL2rI3, 2O2r2O4-2I3r2I5-222. Fractions, óvr3.
Difference circle(s), 12v:3. 27vzLr28rzIOrI3r28vrBr32r:1, Epicyclic apogeer 23r:1Orl1. Forward (motion) r 2Br:213.
Difference mark(s), \2rz9rll, IOr33rzl12r34vt7 r11r35r17, Equant(s) ,7rz3r9vt7 r2lrz3;

23vtIAr24tt1; i llrIB41193, Br36v:1r37v:Ir8-I1r38r:3. x I7IrI73rI75rI941196r2lg. Chiyátn, 3v:3; x f ,9.
1951208. Doubled distance = double Equating diameter, Bv:8r11, Gnomoni x 4.

Digit (of a cubit)t + 242. elongatíon, 2OrrB. l2r9r:IOr9vtlr3r23rt4r6r},
Digit(s) (eclipse), I2v:I3, Doublingr 3r:12. 23vzl3r24rz2r24vz2r9, Habash at-Hásib; * t7o.

l3r:2r3rl5v:13r33r:2 ,34vt2, Dril1, 6v:1Or17r:ór1O. 25vt7 ,26rz12; x I77 ,I'18, Halving, 3r:12.
?. \ aa\ aa( a2n aaq n..--+:^^ /^a ^^ ^^r:*^^\ri ^ tzrrzzorzcvrzc5. Duration (of an eclipse), see 2AOr2O4r2O7-2Ogr2I4. Abr] HanÏfa; x a.

Direct (motion), direct totality, firstr l2v:10. Equation(s)r 3r:13rI9v:5, Heaven(s)r 7v:10rgr:2rIBr:1.
(station) , 28rt5r7 r29rt7, 2orz2r2rvz]rLor22rzrr2r4, Hindu; x 237.
I2rl3r29vzl-3r6-Brl3. Earth, 3r!9i x 12. 25rtl2r25vtI ,2131 x L2, Hipparchus; + 17O.
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HoLe(s) , 6v:9rII ,I3rI7rz6r7,
1Or18r:ó.

Hypotenuse, lTr:8.

I rKnanl \Ll), or observa-
tions)1 x 1ó8rl70r184rlBB.

Immersion, 32r t12 r32v :3 16.
fnclination, 23r:9 rII r23v:3,

5 ,II ,24r t2 ,7 ,24v t 3 ,5 ,7 ,!L ;
x 2o2r2o5,206.

Inclining, or inclined,
23vz4 15 r24vt4 rI2 r27rtIa,
27vzII.

Incomplete (or current, of
years ), 13v:3r18v:3r5r6.

Increasing, 3Irs4r5rBi n 222.
Inferior (planets), l3v:1,

I9r z 12 ,2Ir t 12 ,22r t IO ,
22vr8 rI3 r23vzII r24vz4,
25r:6111 126rt7 1* 179,18O,
182 r185 r188 rt93 rt95 r1gó,
2Or-2A3 r2O5 12A6 r2rA r2r3.

Instrument , 3vz4 16 r4r:1O,
5v: 8rlOrl4r: 9r18r: 3 r2lv: 1O,
35rr9; x 7I ,I2.

Interpolationl x 2L6 r22O.
Intersection, 26rtI3.
Iskandar; x 213.
Iteration method; x 237.

Jamshïd, 3v24i x 7-g.
Jumnall x lóó.

Jupiter , 7vt9 ,9rtI; x I'79 ,
Ie2.

Kamal a}-Dïn Mahmid; x 1.
Kashan; x l-3r10r11.
KàshI; x L-1O,165,167,168,

I'/ A rI7 I,I73,I7 5,I7 6, l7g_180,
183-18ó r188- L9A rI92 r2OO r2O7,
2r2,2I3 ,216*218,22O r22r ,232,
236 ,237 ,239 ,24O ,242 1243.

Káshï, death of; x 7.
KháqánÏ zii , I4tz't; x I ,6,7 ,

167 1169 rI7O rI84, I86 rl88,
232 1236 1239.

a1-Knwarlzmt; * ltJb.

Latitude, 3rr5 r4rr ll r9v: 13,
I4r t 6 t7 >22r tI2 r22v t I 12 r4-8,
13 ,24r z3-7 ,9 ,I2 ,24v zIO ,I3 ,
25rzI-4 ,9 ,II r25v r 6 rII-13,
26rzl-3 15 r7 18r10rll r26vt2-
5 r7 r9 r1Or31v: 1 r13 r32vr 13,
34r t2 ,6 ,9 ,II ,I21 x 9 ,I2 ,I3 ,
176,I7t ,IBO 1162 ,I98-2O-/ ,
249-213 1223 1224 1226 1227 ,
233-236 ,24O.

Latitude circle(s), 9vrlO;
x L76-17BrIgg,2a4.

Latitude line(s), Bvz9 r9rt4,
9v r7 ,9 i x 77I ,199 ,2O4 ,2L2 .

Latitude point(s), or marks,
8v:Br9r:7; x ll rl7B-I80,

TNDEX

247 ,2I3.
Libra, Bv:3 rI3.
Light, 31rr7 r8.
Lirnits, eclipse; x 225.
Lines, 6v14.
Longitude( s ), 3r: 5 r4r: 11 rI8vr 1O,

12 rl9rt4 ,!9vt4 r2art 1 ,ó r2Ov r 13,
2Ir z I,21v z7,9,22r z 13 r34v : 5,
6i x 9'I2tI67r173rl8o'1EI ,
185,186,188-2CD r2A2 1216 1222-
224,233 1234,237 -24A,242.

Longitudinal , 2bt9 r3Ov:6r12.
Luminaries, the twol x I7O.
Lunar, 32v:13, 34rt6; x 173r

r74 -
Lunar eclipse(s), 4r: 12r72vz7 ,

9 r13 r31r: Il r31v:3 14 r6,7,9-IL,
32r t5 ,I3 ,32v'.7-9 ,l2 r l3 ,33r:3 ,
34rtI2 r34v:.2 ; i I r12rl86,
taa -t1.,

Magnitude, 3br7 ,9; x 223 ,225 ,
23O ,235.

Maj1ls Library, Tehranl x 617.
Marághah; * 168.
Mark(s), 7rt6 rla r7vtI 12 r8,

8r:7 r6 rPv:4 r6 rIO, l3 r9r : 3,
T rlOrt 3 rI2r:7 19 rI2v z6-9,
l4rr l rl9v:6 r7 19 rI2 rI3 r2Or z l,
3 ,IO-I2 r2Ov z I ,5-8, l,0 r2lr:5 ,6 ,
8-IOrL3r2Iv: I 14-6 rIl-I3,
22r t I r3-5 r23r z2 13 15 r7 r8,

23v t I r2r8-l0 r12, 13 r24r z I,
3 ,4 ,7 ,IO ,24v r 12 ,25v: 10,
2.6ttL rII r26vrI-3 r27rtL 13,
3Ov:4 15 r7 r9-I3 r32r t I 13-6,
13 r34r: IJ. rl2 r34v: 1Or35rr 11,
35vrI1215 16r8r36ttl-3; x 179,
l,84,r9O rl92 rl95-I97 r2O4 r2O8,
2A9 1228 r23O,234 12.35.

Mars , 7Y3 9 ,91221 x I79 tI82,
IE4 ,r93 ,I94.

Masidic Canonl x 4.
Mathematics, 3r:3,
Mean (motions and positions),

13r: 9 rI2 rl3 rI3v: 3 r14r: 12,
I8r : 9 rl OrI6v t9 rl9rt3 r7 rl I -
t? 1c.,.1 t q 7-c r? an,.o.Lrz rrrt /tLJtlvt./,
3 ,6 ,2Ir t2 ,7 ,I2 ,2Lv t I1 , 13 ,
22 rz6 17 r9, lO, I 3 r34v:4rIl-
l3 ,35r: I ,36v z4 ,B ,9 ,I2 rI3 ,
37r:Ei1 * l1-13'184r186-190,
t92,193,I95-I97, 222,236-
240.

Mercury , Frz4 rII ,I2 r, v:5,
9rz2rIOrt2 r25r:I0r) I r25v23,
26rz611 ,26vz6r28vz5! # I3,
I7 A- 17 3 rI'7 5 r178, I BO rl64,
IE7 ,)-95 ,2A4 ,2I2 r2l'/ ,2I8,
aa^ aa1LLv r-LL.

Mesl ed Shrine Libraryl x l,
6rf.

Miít;h aI-Rsbib fÏ tltm aI-zTj;
* ó.

INDEX
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Mif t;h (al-Hisáb ) i x 2,6,7 ,J,O.
Model; * l7l'I73.
Moon, 7r:13r7v t9 r9v z2 r7 rI3r: 12,

2Or : 6 r8-II r2Clt z6 rI2 r22r 22,
13 ,22v t 4 ,27 r: 1O ,31r : 9 ,3lv : 1 ,
2r416rI2r35rt7 rl3i x I2rI3,
161 ,I7O ,I7I ,I73 ,I'/8 ,I82 ,IB4 ,
I88 rI92,I93,I97-I99 ,2O2 r2I4,
22a-225,227 ,22e 1232 1233 ,243.

Motions, planetary r3r:5,
l9r:1.

Movement , 3Or:8,13.
Mu(In a}-DÏn; x 3.
Multipl ication, 3r: I2 r3v: 8.
Nisà, banÏ; + I2O.

Nasïr al-Dln al-TisÏ; x ló8.
Negative numbersl x 2A9.
Next-day r.uleri x 242.
Night ruler; x 243.
NK; x 16rt, ,116,rgt,239.
Nodal linesl x I79.
Nodesl + I8A r2A2 r2O3 t2O6 t

2A7 ,2Ir-2I3,226 1227 .

Nodes, lunar, l3r:13 r?2r z)3,
22v:9 ,IO ,3Iv:7 ,33r: 6 ,9 ,J I;
* 1Q, atz a2^

Noon, l,8v:1Or19r:3 r5-7 19rIA,
3ór:6 r37r: LA rI2 r3lv 24,
38r z4 ,6.

Norml x L69-l1I ,I75 ,L79 ,1,84
r9r ,2r4.

Northr 25r:9rlI.
NS; x 19r,t ,I7O,L7I,176 rL77 ,

I 8O- r 83 ,1 89 ,226 ,235 ,239 ,
240.

Numerals, 6v221 * ló6.
Nuzhah; x 2,6-II ,165 ,769 ,I7O,

l75,l60 rI83 rl86 rl88,2OO,
2L5,226 ,228 1235 1236.

Obliquity, 25v2516r81 + 2A2,
245,2LO-21,3.

Observatoryl x 517 r10r168.
Opposite, 2b z12 r2lv 23,

26v t3.
Opposite point, 7rz3 r9vz7 ,

2Or t 12; x I"7 3 ,I92 ,!97 .
Opposition, 3Lr: 11,32vt2,

34v:3; + 223-2281234.
Orbit, 8r:11; x I73rI74.
OvaI; + I7I'I73r2I1.

Parallax, 14r: 5r35r:5rII,
35v:5r10136r:3; x 13r2aQ-

232 1235, parallax, adjusted;
* t??

Parallel, I5v:415rJ.9v: I0,
2Or: 13 r2Ov: 9 r2lr z4 r23v tB,
13 ,24r z I3 r34v:8 r35v r 5 r36r:41
* I83.

Parametersl * 168-170r1751186-
L881226, parameters,

TNDEX

Parallax; x 232.
Parecl i-ptic, 23v t 4 15 r24v z 5 i

x l2,2ro,
Partial eclipsel x 22312251226,

')2o

Parts, 6v: I r1Ivr7r15r:9 rlO,
L2 ,I5v z7 ,9 ,I6v t9 .

Path(s), I5v:7 ,I7rz2.
Peg, óv:12r18r:ó18; x L92.
Perigee, 7r: l3rlOr: 4 r23rtIA,

II ,2Bv z2 14 ,3Or:5 ,II; x I7I ,
r79 r20r,21'/ ,2r8.

Perpendicular, 25v27.
Perslanl x l-319 rLO1242.
Pivotr llv:1O.
Place, 32rr 11.
Place-value; x 1ó6.
P1ane, ór:4.
PIanet(s ), 3r t9 11 r t5 rI2 17v :3,

4 rBr: l3 rBv r 4 r9r r 4, IOr:3 ,
J.2rr BrIOrLSrr 1Or13 r2Ir zI 15,
6 ,8 ,IA ,2!v t2 ,4 ,7 ,II ,22 r z2 ,
4-8 rIl rI2 r22v 19 r23t t IO,
23v z5 ,LA ,24r t2 ,24v t 3 ,7 ,II ,
25rt12 r25v tI ,LL ,26r z3 ,II ,
26vt5 r'7 rI3 r27rz2-4 16 r27v13,
4 ,2Brz2 14 rI3 r21vt3 ,7 ,29r26 ,
29v: B r3Or:3 r9 rI2 r3Ov: 3 rIl,
3Ir r 3 ró rJ.Or35vz2 16 ,t ,9 ,
36rrl15r36vr5

Plate, 3vr5 r5r:2 r5v t8 rL2 161 23,
4 15 r7vz4 rT rII r9rt2 r9vt2 14,

6 19 rIO r9r z3 14 r10 r9v : 8 r1O,
llv : 5 r7 rl2t t9 rl2v z I rl3r t 9,
75rtI ,2 14 ,5 r'7 ,II rI5vt 12 ,
L6r: 5 rlóv: 5 r17rt 8 rl3 r18r: 1,
3 ,2lr z9 ,2\v t I ,23r t2 ,23v t I ,
B 124rzl r21rz6 r27vt2 18 19,
2Br : lO rIl r28v z 4 rB r3av : 5 r11,
3Ir: I ,32r: I ,34v29 ,36r:2 ,
37rt9 r37vz1; x 11.r13r168,
L69 ,r7 r r 173 ,175 ,L77 ,r7 B ,
I 60- 1 83 ,169 ,r9A ,r92 ,I93 ,
195,l96 r2O4 r2O5 r2O7-2A9,
22r ,228,238.

PIate ol conjuncLionsi * I3,
24I-243.

Plumbllne 1 6r17.
Point, 7r:5, point opposite,

see opposite point.
Pointer, 2Ort8 rI3 r2lr t2 16 rI2,

2lv: 5 r1-3 r23r: l r23v: 3 r24r tI,
l3 r25v: 13 126r z1 r26v 22,
32r z2 ,34v z6 ,11 ,35r:6 ,35v:3,
B ,I2 ,36r:4 .

Position, lBr:5.
Precessionl * ló7r188.
Preserved , 28r:L2 ,29rtI ,2 1

x 2L7.
Product,29rt5.
Projection, llvrI1 r13rl2rrl.
Ptolemy, or Ptolemaicl * 9,

169-11 I,I73,t7 4 rr7 9,L84,
L86 ,I9O ,I92 rI9'7 ,2OL ,2O4 ,
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206 r2Io-2I3 r2I5 12),6 1226, Risátat camal al-darb...1
233 ,236.

Qádïzadah; x 4-7.
Qara Yusufl x 2.
Qibtah (the direction of

Mecca), 3r:81 * 7.
Quadrant(s) r 24vt6.
Quotientr 29rr5rl3.
Qur'án; x 3tI64.

Rate, 37rr9r37vz7.
Ratio, 27vtI 12.
Retrogradation, retrograde, Rotation, 36r:IOr3óv:8.

13v:IOrllrl3r28r:1 1315r7, Ruler(s), 6r:7r9r:13rIIv:2,
Br29rz7r8rlOrllr29vt213, I2r:1-3r5r6rl2v:3r5rIOrl3,

INDEX

I8ó . Solstices, 32rt2.
Sector(s) , 3rz7 ,8vz9 rIOrr4, South, 25r:5rlO.

8r1Ov:1r3Or:3-5rIOr3Ov:2, Speedy, 30r:9.
4r5r1l- r3lrz2-4r7 1x llrl,2, Square(s), 15r (marginal note).
2L8-222. "Squeezing" parametersl x I86r

Semicircle, 9r:10r9v:21518, I87.
IIvrlO. Stance, 29v z6 ,7 .

Sepahsátár Library; x 3. Station(s), 3r:órl3v:9,I0,13,
Sexagesimal ; x 166rL67 rL76, I4rt2r28r:213r'7 19 r29tt3 r7,

*-7

RisàIah dar sàtht-i Asturláb;
x 6.

Ri salah fi istikhraj jaib. ..;

Risàtah ff ma(rifat sarnt
al-qiblah; x 7.

a1-Ris;1at al-iqlÏ1áminah;
+a

a1-nisáIat a1-muhltiyah; * 5.
RisaLat a1-watar wral-jaib;

I3r z4 ,7 ,16rt7 ,9 ,IO rI2 ,I3 ,
16v: l r3-5 r7 r8r1Or17r: 9 r1I,
12 rl9v z7,9-!I,20r: 3 rIl,13,
2Ov : 8 ,21r: 3 ,5 ,2Iv t 4 ,23t z5 ,

Shadow, 3Ivz214; x 222-226. Stationary, 2Brt6.

5 ,7 ,9 ,I21 x 12 r2I4.
Revolution, 29r:LI.
Richard of Wallingford;

x 182-
Right (ang1e), 15r (marginal 6r23vz419rI2124116rIOrLI ,

note), 16114, right ascen- 13127rz6r27v:I2r32rt4-6r8,
sion; x 249. 33r:113r34v:7 19 r35vt5 17 ,

Ring, 5vr9rórt2141619r6vzIO, 36rz214r3'7rzII rI2r37v;I-7,
13r7r:1r9r:13r11v:5rI4r:I, 10rl2r38r:1; * l3r1BO-183,
l8r:4r19v:6 rI2r73 r2Orz9, 189-L95r2L7 1228r23O1234,
2Ov:Irllr2lrt2r2LvtllrI3, 2351238.
22rtI r22vt2r23rr2r24vz2, Ruler, paralleJ_; * t3rI83.
25r:I,26r:I ,9 r34vt7 ,II;
* 164r165rI67rI76-178r181, Samarqand; x 2-417rBrlOrlI.
1831189r190r192-196,I99, Sanscrit; x 242.

Sign(s), (zodiacal), 3r:7, Succession of the signs,
6r:1Ir9r:11 ,2Ovz415, 6ttI2r7rl.6 ,2av12.
22v:617 r24vt5rBrI2r25rr4, Sullam al-Sarna'; * l.
6-917312612415; * 166. Sultan, 4tt2r119.

Sine(s), grzI2rgvz4rtlv:81 Sum, 26v:9r11.
* 6, sine, definition of; Sun, 7r:12r8r:l-3 rL2tz9rl3t:tl2,

186, sexagesimal point;
x 166,167 ,rB7 .

Sháhrukh; + 2.
lbn al-Shátir; * l7O.
Shiraz; * 2'l88'189.
Sights, 13rró1 * IB2.

8 ,10- 13 ,29v : I -7 ,10 ,3Or : I ;
x a1 l-a1'7

String, 13r:7.
Sublime Porte, Lhe, 4v: I .
Substitute, 24rt7-9 r|2i x 2O9.
Subtraction, 3r:11.

1Br:3-5 r1 9r: 12 ,L9v zI ,5 ,
2Orz3 16 r2lrz7 rI2 r22rzI 16 19,
27rtBr27vz9 rlOr3Or:3 16 rB19,
3I r : 9 ,34v: 5 ,6 ,35r;9 ,I2 ,
36r: 11 rI2 r36v t6 19 rI2 rI3,
37rt2; x \2 1167 tI7O rI73,
I75 rI90, I9l rrg3 rrg5 1196,
2I9,223-225 1227 ,232 ,233,

x 176.
Slide rule; x 242; slj.de

ru1e, circular; * lB9.
S1ope, Ilv:I2.
51ow, 3Or:9r36r: I3.
Solar eclipse(s), 4r:12,

I2v tB ,I3r :2 ,14r : 1 I , 12 ,
33rt 5 rl2 rI3 r34r z 6 17 rlO,
I1r13r34v:Li x I2r233- 236.

2OO r2O8,2A9 1228,238.
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Saturn, 7v:9r9r:l; x 179rI82, 236-
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Superior (planets), 8v:I,



9rt8rI3r: 12r19rr 13 r2lrr 8,
IL r22rz9 r22vt7 19 rLO r23vz3,
24v z4 r25tz4 r29rzI ; x ITBr
179,193,L95 1196 r2O2 1206 r2r3.

Syzygyi x 227.

tarátará'Ï; * I,3r7.
Table(s), lOr:7r9r1OrIOvr1,

l3r: 9 rIO rI3v r7 rL2 r29r t 4,
34rr1; * I11167 1168rI75tL'79,
IB4-LB9 ,I92 rL96 ,206 r2L3,218,
22L ,233 ,234 ,237-24O ,243.

Tamerlanel x 2.
Tangent , 9vt9,I2rLOr:1 ,31v:4.
Text, histor! of the; x !.
Thread , I7tz7.
Time, equation ofl x 238-240.
Tongue, 6rt516róv:lO; x ló5r

l7o,t92.
TotaI (eclipse), 32rr13,

32v: lO; x 223 1225 1226,228,
23O,235.

Totality (first) see also
duration, I2vz IO r32r 27,
32viI121415r7.

Transfer, year, 34vz4 16 rL2,
35rt I'2; x I'2'236-238.

Triangle, I5r:517-9r15vr1I,
l6r:1 ,4,9 rll ,l6v:7 rll ,13,
I7r:8.

Trough, I5v: I2r16r: l-3 r5 r6 rB,
I6vzI ,2n4rI2r37r:I3.
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True, 14rl5r2Orrl r6 r20vrI3,
2Ir z I,2Iv t7,9,22r t13,
35rr4r5 r35vI3 r9 rIl rl3,
36r r 7 ,IO r36v t2 rIQ rI2 t
37rt1.

True position, l9v: 13 r2Or: I ,
2 r20v: Il rI3 r2Lv z6 r7 r22r 25.

Turning center, 8r:415rBvtó1
* r7l rl73.

Turning ruler, LTrzl2i x 242t
243.

al-Tusi, seê Nasir al-Din
a1-Tusi.

UJ.ugh Beg; x 2-7 
'LOr2L6r2I7.Universe, I9v:5r26v:I3,

27 r z3 ,5 ,2Br t lO r3Or:7 r12,
3Ovr2r35rlI3r35v:1.

Venus, 7vt9rBvrI r9rz2 r9vtL3,
25rt9 rIO r25vz2 r26rt6,
26vr5r35rrlOr13; x 169,
17O rI73 ,L7B,LBO,L95 r2O4,
206,2L21232.

Rbi a1-waf3'; + l7o.
Wood, 5vr l2rIlv:3rI5rr2,

16r: 7 .

Yazdiferd, 13vr3; * 167r185,
188 , IBg.

Year(s) r l3v:3rlBrrl2rI3,
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TNDEX

ISvr 1-6 r8 r9 r36v26.
YelIow copper, 5vt12.

a1-ZarqaIla (= ar-zarqálí);
* 170.

rB8 ,196 ,219 ,22O,236-239 ,243.
zï:-I ïru'áni, .$.9. ïrtnánÏ

zïj-i rnáqánI, 99.9. rháqánÏ
ZíJ,

zïj, 3r:tOr3vzT r4rtl2rIorz7 , zÏj af-fasfrÏfát; * 6.
l4rt7 ,3}vz2; x L,4,5,7 ,167 , Zodiac, 6v:3.
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